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ABOUT THE THEME IN THE COVER PAGE 
Our vision has been turned into a reality. The game has been
over. Now, the College has successfully complied with the
requirements for a university status through the involvement of
the stakeholders and by fate. CHED has finally declared this
State Polytechnic College as a State University. This is the time
to harvest and the time to plant another seeds for the
sustainable development of the University towards a world class
education hub in Southern Philippines. 
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Republic of the Philippines
COTABATO STATE UNIVERSITY

Sinsuat Avenue, Cotabato City
Telefax No.: 064-421-5146
Website: www.ccspc.edu.ph

February 28, 2021

His Excellency 
RODRIGO ROA-DUTERTE 
President, Republic of the Philippines 
Malacañang Palace 
San Miguel, Manila

           THRU:   J. PROSPERO E. DE VERA III, DPA
                           Chairperson, Commission on Higher Education
                           Chairperson, CCSPC Board of Trustees

Dear President Duterte,

Greetings of Peace and Prosperity!

The Cotabato State University has the honor of presenting you the Annual Report
for the Year 2021 containing the highlights of accomplishments of different
academic and non-academic units of the university with reference to academics,
research, extension, international linkages, administration, and finance.

Moreover, the CSU family would like to take this opportunity to express sincere
gratitude concerning your unwavering support for the realization of our vision
specifically to become a world class education hub for sustainable, inclusive and
transformative peace and development in Southern Philippines. 

Very truly yours,

PROF. SEMA G. DILNA, Ed. D.
University President
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ABOUT CSU

The CSU ENVISIONS TO be a world-class
education hub for sustainable, inclusive, and

transformative peace and development in
Southern Philippines.
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CHAPTER ONE



CSU IN BRIEF BACKGROUND
B E G I N S  F R O M  S P A R T A N  T O  W O R L D Y - W I S E

       Emerging from 'thinness to thickness,' the Cotabato State University (CSU) finally grasped its
University Status through the  Commission on Higher Education (CHED)  En Banc Resolution No. 177-
2021 dated April  6, 2021. The University was initially existed as a Cotabato High School (CHS) in 1924
established by Cotabato Provincial Board by virtue of Act No. 372 subsisting for almost 53 years; then
in 1977, it was converted into Cotabato City National High School (CCNHS) maintaining its name for
almost six years. Eventually in 1983, it was developed into Cotabato City State Polytechnic College
(CCSPC)  by virtue of Batas Pambansa 484  keeping its name for more than three decades but due to
its vision for global competitiveness, it has now reached the peak of gripping its official name as
Cotabato State University by virtue of Republic Act  No. 10585  approved on May 24, 2013 wherein its
effectivity had been dependent on the full compliance of the institution with the CHED requirements.
On April 4, 2018 Republic Act No. 11013 amended RA 10585 and after three years, the CHED finally
declared CCSPC to be included among the  state universities in the country. To date, CSU has been
optimistically perceived to continuously shine until the end of time with its vision to become a world
class education hub in Southern Philippines. 
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“Peace is as sacred as life. But peace
and life are sustained… where there is
development.”

HON RONALD L. ADAMAT, Ph. D.   
Commissioner, CHED

Chairperson

“In unity, there is strength, in
teamwork, there is progress; in
collaboration, there is success. Hence,
we have successfully embraced
university through unity, teamwork,
and collaboration. Alhamdulillah.”

PROF. SEMA G. DILNA, Ed. D.
CSU President
Vice-Chairman

“For we always believe that change
begins in education; that good ends
can only be attained when we take
away ignorance and teach dignity,
respect, responsibility and workplace
values.”

HON JOEL VILLANUEVA
Philippine Senate

CSU BOARD OF REGENTS
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“We have been creating reforms in education
such as shifting our approach from content-
centric to outcome-based so our students can
become more flexible, critical, and creative.
But more than these, it is imperative for us to
also include moral uprightness as a
standard in education.”

HON MARK O. GO  
Chairperson, Philippine Congress

 

“The challenge today is greater
than before.”

HON ENGR. SAMMY P. MALAWAN, CESE
Regional Director, DOST XII

"We remain steadfast in our commitment
of bringing government services closer and
responsive to the needs of the people so
that no one will be left behind."

HON TERESITA SOCORRO C. RAMOS 
 Director, NEDA-XII 
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"Value all persons that come your way,
they are God's gift. They were sent by
Him for a reason and purpose. Be they
learned or non-literate, be their friend,
treasure and cherish your times with
them. They will be a source of learning
and learning for life."

HON MYRNA B. LIM
       Prominent Citizen        

“Ensuring quality education is a good
weapon to fight ignorance.”

      HON AHMAD J. BANSIL       
Prominent Citizen

“I am grateful to Allah (swt) to be a
part of this institution and the
Alumni Association expresses its
full support to this university.”

HON SAUDI B. ABUBAKAR
President, Alumni Association
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“ Learning is a never 
ending journey.”

HON ESMAEL M. ALI
President, Faculty Association

“I pledge my utmost loyalty to the
students and support to the
university to realize its vision and
mission guided by its core values.”

HON DATU MOHAMMAD JAMIL M.
BRILLANTES

President, Supreme Student Government

“May you keep climbing new heights
of success, congratulations Cotabato
State University.”

RADZATA A. ABDULGANI, Ph.D., J.D.
Board Secretary
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The Board of Regents (BOR) is considered as the highest
governing body of Cotabato State University (CSU).
Directly linked with the BOR includes the University
President who performs his powers and functions in
coordination with the major policy making bodies of the
University such as the Administrative Council, Academic
Council, and the Research, Extension and Production
Council. The Vice Presidents, College Deans, Service
Directors, Unit Heads, and Program Heads perform their
functions in support to the University President for the
attainment of the University vision, mission, goals and
objectives as well as core values.  The revised University
Organizational Structure including its implementation
was approved by the BOR through Board Resolution No.
457 s. 2020. Details of the organizational structure are
indicated in the Revised CSU Manual. 

Currently, there are 50 offices that have been established
for the continuous existence of the University to be a
world-class education hub for sustainable, inclusive, and
transformative peace and development in Southern
Philippines. Underneath the Office of the Vice President
for Research Extension and Production (VPREP) include
nine (9) offices namely: the Office of the Research
Program, the Office of the Extension Program, and the
Office of the Production Services including the five (5)
University Centers such as the Human Ecology Center,
Halal Center, Agroforestry and Fisheries Center,
Indigenous Peoples Center, and Peace Center including
the Production Services. 

Moreover, under the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs (VPAA) include nine (9) distinctive offices namely: the
Office of Instruction, the Guidance and Testing Office, the
Office of Academic Related Services, the Registrar’s Office, the
Library Services, the Office of SPEED, NSTP, Socio-Cultural,
and the Offices of the Deans of the Colleges and the Principal
of the High School Department. Also, included are the College
of Agriculture and Fisheries (CAFi), the College of Arts and
Sciences (CAS), the College of Business and Public
Administration (CBPA),  the College of Engineering,
Technology and Computing (CETC), the College of Teacher
Education (CTEd), the College of Forestry (CAFo) University
Laboratory High School as well as the Graduate School. 

Furthermore, under the Office of the Vice President for
Administration and Finance (VPAF) involve 15 different offices
namely: the Office of the Administrative Services, the Human
Resource and Management Office, the University Health
Office, the General Services Office, the Security Service Safety
Management Office, the Procurement Office, the Records
Management Office, the Financial Management Office, the
Budget Office, the Accounting Office, the Collection and
Disbursement Office, the Physical Plant Facilities, the Physical
Plant, the Faculty Service Unit, and the Motor pool Unit.
Nonetheless, it is anticipated that other offices and colleges
shall be included in the future in consonance with the vision
of the University to be a world class education hub. 
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CSU KEY OFFICIALS

Abonawas M. Pendaliday, Ph.D.
Vice-President for Administration and Finance

Teng A. Alim, Ph.D.
Vice-President for Academic Affairs

Zainodin M. Kusin, Ph.D.
Vice-President for Research, Extension & Production

Radzata A. Abdugani, Ph.D., JD
Chief Administrative Officer/Board Secretary

Gloria D. Kadatuan, Ed. D.
College Registrar

Nick L. Aduana, DBM
Accountant

Ainonnacirin A. Abdulgani, Ph.D., JD
Human Resource Management Officer

Joanie T. Haramain, Ed. D.
Records  Management Officer

Norfahayma M. Lauban, CPA,MPA
Cashier

Delsa L. Culanggo, MPA 
Budget Officer 

Engr. John A. Allesa
Supply Officer

Baidido S. Abubakar, MALS
University Librarian

DEANS

Tarhata S. Guiamalon, Ph.D., Sh.C.
Graduate School

Mohammadtaha S. Pendaliday, Ph.D.
College of Agriculture & Fisheries

Farida K. Dimalen, MSFo 
College of Forestry

Alma S. Kato, DM
College of Engineering, Technology, 
and Computing 

Maripaz C. Abas, Ed. D.
College of Education

Ma. Rhodora V. Jovellano, Ph.D.
College of Business & Public 
Administration

Juwairiya U. Lingga, Ph.D.
College of Arts & Sciences

Alfonso B. Mana-ay, Ed. D.
Laboratory High School

DIRECTORS

Ombra A. Imam, Ed. D.
Director, Instruction

Arbaya H. Boquia, Ed. D.
Director, Research

Samsia I. Beduya, Ph.D.
Director, Extension

Fhike T. Abdulrahman, Ph.D.
Director, Production

Noraini B. Mabang, Ph.D.
Director, Academic Related Services

Engr. Susa A. Elias, MEP-CE
Director, Planning and Development

Armia U. Ebrahim, Ed. D.
Director, Guidance and Testing Office
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Edgar A. Boquia, MAT-PE
Director, SPEED

Nul G. Lingki, MPA
Director, NSTP

Philip T. Cuevas, Ed. D.
Director, Public Information Office

Kundo M. Pahm, Jr., Ph.D.
Director, Institutional Accreditation (Quality Assurance)

Saidamin P. Bagolong, DPA
Director, External & International Linkages

Teresita C. Merced, Ph.D.
Director, Alumni Relations

Amerhusein S. Amad, MIM
Director, Management Information System

Salindatu T. Abdillah, MAT
Director, Socio-cultural Affairs

Farida GSL Masukat, MPS
Director, Gender Awareness Development

Ahmad Mulk D. Bantala, RN
Director, General Services Office

Datu Toh Blah, Ph.D.
Director, Public Relation

IN-CHARGE/CHIEF/HEAD/MANAGER

Rosalinda P. Kamid, M.D.
Head, University Clinic

 
 

Ayesha B. Hadji Ibrahim, MSci
Head, Internal Control Unit

Jonar L. Narvacan, MAEd-PE
In-charge, CSU Choral Group

Faisal B. Monal, MAEd-PE
Choreographer, Salamindanao Dance

Bahiya A. Kid, MSFi
Company In-charge, College Fish Pond

Mohamidin L. Datu, Ph.D.
Manager, Farm

Lucrecia E. Tuyo, Ph.D.
In-Charge, Business Center

Mocamad M. Macasayon, Ph.D.
Head, Human Ecology Research Center 

Samuel L. Magsipoc, MAIEM
Head, Engineering & Technology Research Center 

Engr. Elena 0. Biado, MPS
Head, Agro Forestry & Fisheries Research Center 

Abdulwahid Hasim, Ph.D.
Head, Peace and Development Research Center 

Philip T. Cuevas, Ed. D.
Head, Indigenous People Research Center/
Public Information Office 

Hattah Bilon, MAIS
Head, Halal Center

Paidza T. Hamid, MIB
In-charge Science Laboratory
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MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITYMESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITYMESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY   
PRESIDENTPRESIDENTPRESIDENT   

“Alhamdulillah! All praises and thanks are due to Almighty Allah, Lord of the Universe for finally granting our dream to become a
university. Now, through the Grace and Mercy of Allah, our institution has fully gripped the name Cotabato State University after
eight years of complying with the requirements of the Commission on Higher Education (CHED). Definitely, this is one of our great
accomplishments and the best legacy particularly to the Bangsamoro Community.

Indeed! This year 2021 marks a great milestone for our institution because it is the time when the CHED has finally awarded the
University Status with full confidence that we can stand in sustaining the requirements of being a university by constantly
enhancing our policies, academic, research and extension programs, including our production or resource generation, linkages and
collaboration with both our internal and external stakeholders.

PROF. SEMA G. DILNA, Ed.D.
1st President, CSU

"Being recognized as a
University is our best legacy to
the Bangsamoro Community."

No one can ever deny that you and I are the
living testaments on the development of our
institution and from its dramatic conversion
from College into University. We have surpassed
the tremendous challenges through the spirit of
dedication, commitment, hard work, sincerity,
collaboration and above all, through the Divine
Intervention.  Even at this time of pandemic, we
have worked hard despite the multifarious
challenges brought about by COVID-19. In
coordination with our internal medical team
and in collaboration with external health
agencies, we have responded to the call of the
World Health Organizations to submit ourselves
for vaccination against COVID-19 in preparation
for the Face to Face educational modality.

We have turned the challenges into
opportunities. Hence, we are grateful to the men
and women behind this success - the executive
officers, faculty, staff, and all the working forces
who served as instruments for the attainment of
our vision, mission, goals and objectives and for
the fulfillment of our four fold functions
namely: Instruction, Research, Extension and
Production.

Moreover, the Year 2021 which we have considered as an Age of Transformation highlighted the remarkable contributions of
the heroes and heroines of this University that involved the pioneering key officials who became more resilient and
determined to prove that we could stand as one of the best universities in Southern Philippines and even in the Global
Community. We have designed and utilized many strategies to sustain the best practices of the previous administrations and
promote resiliency and innovations for holistic development.

Right after transforming our College into University, we have formulated task force committees to facilitate the changes or
modifications in our system. Among these were on the crafting of our University Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives
including our University Core Values.  We have successfully crafted our University Seal, University Marker or Land Mark and
now we have been working together in crafting our University Code. Gradually, we have been currently expanding our
program offerings to suit the needs and demands of our clienteles and industries. 

Besides, we have successfully accomplished the revisions of our Faculty, Research, Extension and Production Manual of
Operations including those of other Colleges and Offices. Likewise, we have strengthened and sustained our partnerships
with the public and private sectors as shown from the executed Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signing including the
actual support shared by these entities. We have sustained the development of our infrastructure programs and projects and
the results are tangible. Among these are the implementation of the existing projects left by the former administration and
the proposed projects and programs that this current administration has initiated in view of our sustainable development
plan. Besides, we have prepared Land Use Development and Infrastructure Plan including the construction of dormitories for
students and housing sites for employees in compliance with existing laws and policies. We have sustained our capacity in
upgrading and enhancing laboratory facilities including our library holdings to continuously improve the quality of teaching
and learning system. Also, we have empowered the faculty and most of them have been promoted to higher academic rank.
We employed qualified faculty and staff to ensure that our mission of promoting academic excellence and innovation is
efficiently achieved. We expect that there would be more developments  in the coming years with the guidance and blessings
of the Divine Providence, inshaAllah.

Thus, this Annual Report for 2021 serves as the manifestation of the University's humble contributions to the local, national
and international development.

Cotabato State University — Annual Report 2021
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PRIORITY AREAS

There are several priority areas of the Cotabato State University which have been
articulated below. They are all significant and interrelated as well as relevant to the
attainment of the vision, mission, goals and objectives of the University including its
Core Values. This section identifies the specific priority areas and targets of the
University and demonstrating how they align with internal strategies and goals.

The University has successfully transformed its policies and
programs prioritizing on the modifications of existing operations to
suit the needs and demands of being a University.

01  —  Upholding 

 Transformative Peace and

Development  

The University has continuously forged partnership with local,
national and international individuals and organizations towards
sustainable, inclusive and transformative peace and development.

02  —  Establishing

Linkages/Partnership with

Stakeholders  

The University has established a transparent, efficient, effective and
participative management system towards good governance by
involving and empowering stakeholders not only in the
implementation process but also in decision making. 

03  — Envisioning a Brighter

Future 

Cotabato State University — Annual Report 2021
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University
HIGHLIGHTS 
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University VISION

The Cotabato State University shall be a
world-class education hub for sustainable,

inclusive, and transformative 
peace and development 
in Southern Philippines.
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University MISSION

The Cotabato State University aims to produce
science and technology professionals; and peace

and development advocates; promote and 
undertake research and extension; 

generate resources;  and provide
 progressive leadership in the 

fields of specialization.
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University GOALS and objectives 

Cotabato State University — Annual Report 2021

Goal 1. Enhance and expand academic program in a

community of learning that promotes academic

excellence and innovation.

Continuously increase retention and graduation rates for all students
while closing the gaps in student success;
Improve students’ access to quality higher and advanced education
through implementation of affirmative action programs such as
scholarship, and financial grants, and inclusive admission programs;
Facilitate student mobility in national and international setting;
Improve employability of graduates;
Improve competencies and skills of faculty through advanced studies,
relevant trainings and external exposure;
Recruits, retains, and recognizes diverse, high-quality faculty and staff;
Upgrade the quality of instruction through program accreditation in
compliance with national and international standards; and
Improve the performance in the licensure examination.

Objectives:

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Goal 2. Relevant and quality research outputs

responsive to the local and global needs. 

Increase the number of completed S&T-based researches;
Develop S&T-based products and/or innovations with academic and
commercial value;
Strengthen external partnerships, collaborations, and funding
opportunities for research and extension;
Publish research-based papers or articles output in reputable
journals or international refereed
 publications such as Elsevier, Scopus and Thomson Reuters Journals;
 Utilize and/or commercialize research output/s;
 Generate citations for research-based papers; and
 Increase number of intellectual products and scholarly works with
patent and/or copyright.

Objectives:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
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Goal 3. Improve the quality of life through

extension services and programs dedicated to

economic development and the promotion of

healthy communities, people, and environments.

Provide extension services that will enhance the transfer of mature
technologies generated by the university to various stakeholders;
Enhance and improve awareness of and access to research, technical,
entrepreneurial, and professional development services;
Generate new infrastructure of knowledge and technologies for food
security and poverty alleviation;
Maintain technology demonstration farm for farmers for trainings and
technology transfer;
Formulate functional mechanism for monitoring and evaluation of
extension and training programs; and
Provide compensation package or incentives to faculty members in the
conduct of extension services.

Objectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Goal 4. Encourage revenue-generating innovation.

Provide project managers and coordinators development
opportunities and basic skills in accounting, theories and application
of project management;
Develop partnership with government and private establishments to
engage in feasible business ventures;
Increase institutional Income and profits through existing and new
IGPs; and
Maximize utilization of university’s resources.

Objectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Goal 5. Establish a transparent, efficient,

effective and participative management system

towards good governance. 

Improve the implementation of policies and best practices in the
overall management of the university;
Improve efficiency and effectiveness of managers, faculty and
administrative staff;
Develop the culture of excellence among internal and external
stakeholders;
Review/restructure the administrative and academic
organizations of the university;
Observe fairness, equity, and justice in dealing with all various
stakeholders;
 Standardize processes and procedures according to global
standards (ISO Certification); and
 Strengthen the financial management system of the university.

Objectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Goal 6. Modernization of equipment and

facilities that support all functions of the

University. 

Provide the state-of-the-art physical facilities and equipment;
Upgrade physical facilities and Equipment;
Establishment of functional and sustainable internet
connectivity;
Enhance information and management technology resources;
 Develop CSU website for better access of information of all
stakeholders;
 Upgrade library holdings that promotes intellectual
advancement, productive learning, relevant researches, and
quality education; and
 Center for halal education and innovation.

Objectives:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
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University CORE VALUES
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University Seal

PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE UNIVERSITY SEAL  

Cotabato State University — Annual Report 2021

OUTER CIRCLE
It is made up of
stainless where the 97
corrugation resembles
a rope engraved with
maroon color depicting
the number of years of
its existence by virtue
of RA10585.

SEAL
It is made up of of cast
brass/bronze where
all the features are
engraved in details.

CIRCLE
It is used to enclose
the name Cotabato
State University in
maroon with yellow
as its basement.

COG/GEAR
It depicts the IT and
Engineering bearing the
original mission and thrust
of the institution and
emphasizing impermeable
protection against spoilers
of knowledge propagation
and social ecosystem.

TORCH WITH 4
RAYS
It represents the four-
fold functions i.e.,
Instruction,
Research, Extension
and Production of the
university.

SKETCH MAPS
The green stands for
terrestrial ecosystem for
agriculture; dark green stands
for upland ecosystem for
forestry; and the blue
represents the wetland
ecosystem for fisheries.

SKY
It represents luminous light
given by God for all forms of
organism to live and
regenerate. This depicts the
local action through human
development that will
augment the global human
resource demand.

RIVERS AND
CREEKS
These represent
the university
location in the
city of wetlands
known as
Cotabato City.

BOOK
It depicts the
foundation of
human knowledge
propagation and
transforming it to
productive service
provider to mankind
and nature through
the University
programs offered.

YEAR 2021
 It signifies the
institution as
High School
and Year 1983
as a College,
and Year 2021
as a university.
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University MARKER/landmark
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OATH TAKING of the 1st university president  

SIGNIFICANT CEREMONIAL GESTURE:
DIVULGING PUBLIC COMMITMENT TO HIS
DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES AND OBLIGATIONS
AS A UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT. “As a duly
appointed and newly inducted first University
President of the Cotabato State University, I
humbly accept the duties, responsibilities and
accountabilities, as well as the challenges
inherent to my decisions with your support. My
deepest thanks and gratitude to all of you in
supporting all our endeavor for the realization
of the conversion of the Cotabato State
Polytechnic College into Cotabato State
University," the last CCSPP President and first
CSU President, Prof. Sema G. Dilna, Ed. D. said
during the Oath Taking Ceremony on July 22,
2021 held at the University Gymnasium. 
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inauguration of cotabato state university  

COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION  (CHED)
AWARDS UNIVERSITY STATUS TO CCSPC. Excitement
has filled the air when the Chairman Prospero de Vera
III finally declared the university status of Cotabato City
State Polytechnic College before thousands of
spectators virtually and face to face at the University
Gymnasium.

"The travel has never been easy. It is difficult to many of
you but we must remember that the status of being a
university is not for everyone. It is bestowed for the
few," CHED Chairman Prospero de Vera III said. 

Moreover, he explained the meaning of the word,
University which is derived from the word,
"Universitas" which means community of teachers and
scholars. Also, he said that many state universities and
colleges have gone similar experiences that CCSPC has
gone thru. "University is reserved to those that reached
benchmarks of providing a wide range of programs and
capital faculty and strong graduate school ," he added.

Likewise he said CSU has gone a long series of
evaluation particularly on examining areas of
compliance of enrolment, programs, faculty, research,
learning resources, support structures, extension
programs, and linkages. He said universities  are
mandated to undertake serious research and extension
as well as undertake sustainable collaboration and
governance in the areas where they are located.

“In behalf of the commission, I would like to announce
officially the compliance of Cotabato State University to
become a University particularly to be included among the
hundreds of State Colleges and Universities in this country,”
CHED Chairman Prospero De Vera III said this when he led the
conferment of the University status of CCSPC on July 22, 2021
after complying with the standards set by CHED stipulated in
RA 10585 on Feb. 6, 2013. 
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WILLING TO SUPPORT THE UNIVERSITY. Ministry of Basic,
Higher, and Technical Education (MHBTE) of the Bangsamoro
Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (BARMM), Minister
Mohagher Mohammad Iqbal delivering his message during
the University inauguration on July 22, 2021 at the CSU
Gymnasium. 

“I am confident that CHED will be an
indispensable partner of the Ministry of
Education to strengthen the Bangsamoro
educational system and empower our
constituents, including students,
teachers, and school administrators, and
parents,” Minister Iqbal stressed.

“I am also confident that your esteemed
institution will be an indispensable
partner of the Ministry of Education to
strengthen the Bangsamoro educational
system and empower our constituents,
including students, teachers and school
administrators, and parents,” he added.

Also, he said gaining the University status is
not only a matter of prestige for the ones
who made this possible. Rather, it is more
of a dream unleashed for decades. More
importantly, it opens a window of hope for
the larger parts of the BARMM populace in
Central Mindanao who have been deprived
of higher education caused by lack of
financial resources, armed conflict and
other similar instances.

"Cotabato State University will be a partner of the
Bangsamoro government in championing the minds of our
dear students” - Bai Sandra Sema
Bai Sandra A. Sema, the author of the
conversion of the College into a
University as evidenced by RA 10585
expressed her support to the
administration in strengthening
education in the Bangsamoro Region.
She disclosed her delight for the dream
of gripping universityhood has come
into reality through the effort and
collaboration of the stakeholders as
well as the determination of the
government officials. "“I cannot
express the happiness in my heart
being a mother, being an educator,
being a Bangsamoro and seeing our
dreams come true. Without education,
we will not be where we are now. This
is the time for the Bangsamoro. Now,
the Cotabato State University will be a
partner of the Bangsamoro
government in championing the
minds of our dear students,” Bai
Sandra Sema said.

With her conviction, she pointed out
on the positive results of managing the
University through dedication and
unity. 

AUTHOR OF THE UNIVERSITY CONVERSION. Former 1st
District of Maguindanao Rep. Bai Sandra Ampatuan-Sema,
the author of Republic Act 10585 also known as, “An Act
Converting The Cotabato City State Polytechnic College In
Cotabato City Into A State University To Be Known As The
Cotabato State University And Appropriating Funds
Therefor”  delivering her  message highlighting her support
to Bangsamoro education.
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UNVEILING OF THE university LANDMARK   

CHED COMMISSIONER LEADS
THE LAUNCHING OF CSU
LANDMARK.  Witnessed by
thousands of spectators, the
University marker was
ceremonially disclosed. Assisted
by the newly installed CSU
President Prof. Sema Dilna,
Ed.D., the Chairman of the
Commission on Higher Education
(CHED) J. Prospero E. De Vera III
led the unveiling of the official
marker of the newly converted
Cotabato State University on July
22, 2021 at the Cotabato State
University Mini Park. 

Likewise, the unveiling ceremony was witnessed by Atty. Ryan Estevez, OIC-Executive Director of the
Unified Student Financial Assistance System (UniFAST), CHED Commissioner Ronald Adamat, CHEDRO
XII Director Nelia Alibin and CHEDRO VII/HECBOL Director Maximo Aljibe; and the officials of the
Bangsomoro government  as well as the key officials of Cotabato State University. 
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investiture of the 1st university president  
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investiture SPEECH OF THE 1ST CSU PRESIDENT    
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Together, we have successfully set and articulated a clear vision that serves as a perspicuous
guide towards the achievement of our goals and objectives by applying the right framework.
Our crafted university vision has given us the chance to clarify why one is here, how and what
one is doing and what one will be doing in the future. Together, we have transformed this clear
vision to the members of this university from top to bottom both our internal and external
stakeholders. This has enhanced the improvement of this institution and led it to a high state
whereby everyone is informed of what he or she is doing and towards the end. Our prophet
Muhammad, peace be upon him, has set a good example of being a visionary leader until his
vision was achieved when the first Islamic State was established in Medina. At this point, we
can also achieve our university vision, i.e., to become a world-class education hub for
sustainable, inclusive and transformative peace and development particularly in Southern
Philippines. We have immediately started accomplishing multifarious challenging tasks that
would lead us into the fulfillment of our vision. The crafting of our five-year university
developmental plan has been a good attestation in providing us a clear direction towards the
path of gripping our university vision.

We have proven the tangible effects of performing our role of serving and guiding the people. In
our context, leadership is not a matter of privilege or position. It is rather a huge responsibility.
Therefore, as leaders we need to feel as servants in order to be able to fulfill our duties in the
best possible way. 

Vision is a manner of looking at a bigger picture, looking at a greater good, sincerity and accountability, ready to sacrifice, morality and ethics. This is
our essence as a ripening University that serves as our pride and honor as we grow and interact in the global community.

Truly, our administration has performed leadership roles. Participative-visionary leadership has been manifested in our administration. I believe that
leadership is the capacity to transform vision into reality. Being a visionary leader, we have set directions with firm convictions to achieve the vision of
our planned future rather than merely the day-to-day objectives of our university. This visionary approach has been manifested through the
collaborative efforts of the heads of offices, deans, directors, chairpersons, faculty, alumni, staff, workers, security forces, and all other stakeholders
concerned and fortunately, the results are tremendously tangible. One tangible result is our triumph in embracing full University status. Let us all pat on
our shoulders for all our vital contributions and accomplishments.

Alhamdulillah! Our administration is surrounded with people who are service-oriented and God-fearing. These feelings have helped us to make great
efforts towards protecting the dignity of our university and we have done whatever necessary to achieve our goals and objectives guided by our
university core values, namely: Leadership, Integrity, Godliness, Humility, Teamwork, and Service - in short, LIGHTS. These lights shall lead us into real
success in fulfilling our dreams. Yes, lights that will drive us to achieve our vision to become a world-class education hub, lights that will guide us achieve
our mission to produce science and technology professionals; and peace and development advocates; promote and undertake research and extension;
generate resources; and provide progressive leadership in the fields of specialization. Lights that will show us the best possible means to achieve our
goals and objectives. Lights that will motivate us to enhance and expand our academic program in a community of learning that promotes academic
excellence and innovation. Lights that will push us to produce relevant and quality research outputs responsive to the local and global needs. Lights that
will help us shine and improve quality of life through extension services and programs dedicated to economic development and the promotion of healthy
communities, people and environments. Lights that will encourage everyone to work for revenue-generating innovation. Lights that will help us establish
a transparent, efficient, effective and participative management system towards good governance. Lights-our core values will serve us an illuminating
guide for the achievement of our goals specifically for the modernization of equipment and facilities that support all functions of the University –
Instruction, Research, Extension and Production.

My dear CSU family members, we are just beginning another era of investing heavily in education and knowledge management being a new University.
We should not forget to express our deepest thanks to all those who in one way or another have shared in the successful implementation of our
programs and projects - big or small.

Armed with sincere commitment and dedication, we have designed and utilized many strategies to sustain the best practices of the previous
administration. Right after transforming our College into University, we have formulated task force committees to facilitate the changes or modifications
in our system. Among these were on the crafting of our University Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives including our University Core Values. Also, we
successfully crafted our University Seal, University Marker or Land Mark and now we have been working together in crafting our University Code.
Gradually, we have been currently expanding our program offerings to suit the needs and demands of our clienteles and industries. In addition, we have
surpassed the challenges brought about by the COVI-19 pandemic through our collaborative schemes. Likewise, we have successfully accomplished
the revisions of our Faculty, Research, Extension and Production Manual of Operations including those of other Colleges and Offices. 

Moreover, we have strengthened and sustained our partnerships with the public and private sectors as shown from the executed MOA signing including
the actual support shared by these entities. We have sustained the development of our infrastructure programs and projects and the results are
substantially palpable. Among these are the implementation of the existing projects left by the former administration and the proposed projects and
programs that this current administration has initiated in view of our sustainable development plan. Besides, we have prepared Land Use Development
and Infrastructure Plan including the construction of dormitories for students and housing sites for employees in compliance with the Republic Act No.
11396. We have sustained our capacity in upgrading and enhancing laboratory facilities including our library holdings to continuously improve the quality
of teaching and learning system. Also, we have empowered the faculty and most of them have been promoted to higher academic rank to improve their
socio-economic conditions. We have employed qualified faculty and staff to ensure that our mission of promoting academic excellence and innovation is
efficiently achieved. 

Hence, we shall unlock the amazing future of this University guided by our core values and above all, through the Mercy of Almighty Allah, The
Omnipotent and Omniscient Creator of Everything!
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NEW LOGO OF THE DIFFERENT COLLEGES  
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university gymnasium   

CEREMONIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE FORMAL
OPERATION OF THE CSU GYM
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university STUDENT CENTER   
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university STUDENT CANTEEN  

SOON TO

 OPEN
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university GRADUATE SCHOOL BUILDING  
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SOON TO BE

 OCCUPIED
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ACADEMICACADEMICACADEMIC   
SECTOR:SECTOR:SECTOR:   
highlights ofhighlights ofhighlights of

accomplishmentsaccomplishmentsaccomplishments
has administrative responsibility for over all
academic programs  of the College. The VPAA
has a general supervision of the  over all
academic units and as such exercises
authority over all deans and directors of
academic. These responsibilities include
assessment, accreditation, and review of
academic programs.

The VPAA plans, formulates, executes,
decides and recommends all matters that are
academic in nature such as relevant
curricular programs, faculty development,
educational workshops and conferences,
extension programs, appeals and other
academic issues and concerns.

The different offices which are directly linked
with the Office of the VPAA include the
following, to wit: Office of the Instruction,
Academic Related Services, Library Services,
NSTP, Guidance and Testing Office,
Registrar's Office, SPEED, Socio-Cultural
Offices and the respective Offices of the the
various Deans of the University including the
Laboratory High School.

THE OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

Teng A. Alim, PhD.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
+639053242379
Email address: dr.teng_alim@ccspc.edu.ph

OFFICE/UNIVERSITY DIRECTORY
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CHAPTER TWO



University Degree Programs and Short Courses
In view of the goal of Cotabato State University to enhance and expand its  academic program in a
community of learning that promotes academic excellence and innovation, it has been continuously
expanding its program offerings to address the changing needs and demands of the students and the
industry. At present, there is a total of 58 degree programs as indicated in the table below. There are
three (3) Doctorate Programs, 19 Masters Degree Programs, and 35 Baccalaureate Degree
Programs. Moreover, the university has been offering one (1) Associate Degree Program including the
Laboratory High School offering the Junior and High School Programs. 

Hence, the University is expected to increase its program offerings in consonance with its mission of
producing science and technology professionals as well as peace and development advocates.
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BOR Approves 6 Curricular Offerings

The proposed new curricular offerings of the Cotabato State University have already been
approved by the Board of Regents (BOR) through Resolution No. 05, series of 2021. In the Graduate
School, three curricular programs were approved namely: Doctor of Philosophy in Education Major
in Applied Linguistics, Doctor of Business Administration and Master of Science in Forestry. In the
Undergraduate Level, three curricular programs were offered namely: Bachelor of Secondary
Education Major in Science, Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education, and Bachelor of Science
in Biology. 

According to the Board of Regents Chairperson and CHED Commissioner Hon. Ronald M. Adamat,
the aforementioned curricular programs should be in accordance with the required CMO and they
shall be finally offered after the confirmation of CHED.

Meanwhile, the proposal for the realignment of academic program was approved and endorsed to
the Board  by the CSU Academic Council. The Islamic Studies Program has been qualified to stand
alone as one college. Upon the approval of the Board, the University opens another college with its
name as  College of Islamic Studies. The said proposal is in compliance with CMO 46, s. 2012 and
CMO 25 s. 2015 as well as in consistency with the University vision, mission, goals and objectives
including its core values. 

Moreover, the Council approved the proposal of changing the nomenclature of a certain  program.
Bachelor of Physical Education (BPEd) has been proposed to replace its current name of Bachelor
of Physical Education Major in Physical Education (BPE-SPE). The rationale of the said proposal  has
been to avoid misconceptions of the program title entered in the University Simone System. 



The Cotabato State University was
awarded with Certification of Program
Compliance (CoPC) by the Commission
on Higher Education. Among these
programs issued with certification
include Master in Public Administration,
Bachelor of Arts in Peace and
Development, Bachelor of Physical
Education, Bachelor of Science in
Information System, Bachelor of
Science in Computer Science, and
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering. 
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 Program Accreditation
In response to the goals and objectives of the University particularly in upgrading the quality of instruction
through program accreditation in compliance with national and international standards, Cotabato State
University  is constantly improving its academic programs. To date, there is a total of 25 academic
offerings of the University with accreditation status from the Accrediting Agency of Chartered Colleges
and Universities in the Philippines (AACCUP). Currently, there are four (4) Level III re-accredited programs,
16 Level II re-accredited programs, three (3) Level I accredited programs, and two (2) candidates for Level I
accreditation. The University strives to enhance its accreditation status by  means of developing its
performance in the four fold functions which include Instruction, Research, Extension and Production.

 Program Certification

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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 Level III
 

4 Programs 
 Level II

 
16 Programs    Level I

 
3  Programs 

 Level I
2 Candidates 



Relative to its vision to be a world class education hub in
Southern Phi l ippines, the Cotabato State University has been
constantly improving its enrolment services to provide inspiration
to the learners to enrol l  in this University. As gleaned from the
figure below, the University five-year enrolment trend has shown
a constant increase of student population. In the five academic
years from 2017-2018 to 2021-2022, the enrolment rate
manifested a dramatic increase in the Academic Year 2021-2021
with an overal l  total of 10, 121 in the first semester as the
University continuously improved its academic programs and
pol icies after the Commission on Higher Education (CHED)
awarded its University Rank.
 
Based on the report of the University Registrar, the enrolment in
Academic Year 2017-2018 gained an overal l  total of 8,564 in the
first semester  and 8,089 in the second semester. In the
Academic Year 2018-2019, a total of 8,296 students enrol led in
the first semester but it became 7,909 enrol lees in the second
semester. In the Academic Year 2019-2020, there was a total of
7,051 who enrol led  in  the first semester  and  at least 6,866 in
the second semester. Whereas in the Academic Year 2020-2021,
a total of 7,927 was enrol led in the first semester and 7,860 in
the second semester.

It is anticipated by the University administration that a dramatic
increase of student population shal l  be recorded in the next
academic years due to the increasing number of curricular
offerings and the improvement of instructional faci l it ies and
equipment as wel l  as the overal l  capabi l ity of the University to
cater huge number of student population.

Enrolment

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

 Student Publication

      The TORCH, the Cotabato State University student publication received multifarious awards in the
National Press Conference conducted by the Word Cup Philippines via zoom on April 17, 18, 25 and
May 8,9,15,16,23,29 and 30, 2021 respectively. Hundreds of participants coming from prestigious
schools nationwide participated in various contested activities. The following are the different awards
garnered by the CSU campus journalists and their adviser during the said event. 

Gold Awards

Sadria S. Kendayo for Column Writing (Individual Contest)
Loie Jai Sanchez for Editorial Cartooning (Individual Contest)
Joanie T. Haramain for Feature Writing (Individual Contest, Adviser's Level)

Best Visuals/Shooting

 Mickel A. Manguni for Mobile Journalism (Individual Contest)

Silver  Awards
Mickel A. Manguni for Mobile Journalism (Individual Contest)
Reyhana T. Usman for Colum Writing (Individual Contest)
Clark C Balolong, Jr. for Editorial Cartooning (Individual Contest)
Joanie T. Haramain for Column Writing (Individual Contest, Adviser's Level and for  
                              Feature Writing on COVID-19 (Individual Contest, Adviser's Level)

Bronze  Awards

Hasan M. Masukat for Best Editing Skills (Individual Contest)
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 Sports and Socio-Cultural Fests
The Cotabato State University SPEED Office has been
in-charged of initiating, coordinating and monitoring
sports activities and in promoting cooperation
between and among the various sectors of the
University constituents and with other agencies.

Once again, CSUans have proven their skills in sports
and socio-cultural competition by garnering several
awards during the Virtual Games 2021 Conducted by
Mindanao Association of State Tertiary Schools, Inc.
(MASTS) from June-December 2021, with the theme, "
MASTS Virtual Competition 2021 Harnessing
Opportunities in the New Normal. 

The following are the awards bagged by the CSU
athletes, to wit:

The rest of the Tertiary schools who competed were
the  Caraga State University, Surigao del Sur State
University, University of Southern Mindanao,
Northwestern Mindanao State College of Science and
Technology, Central Mindanao University, Southern
Philippines Agribusiness and Marine and Aquatic
School of Technology, and Davao del Norte State
College. 

Out of the eight (8) Tertiary Schools that have
participated in the MASTS, CSU ranked 3rd in the
over-all ranking for men in Arnis Virtual
Competition garnering three (3) medals. 
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Alimar K. Ambat -  First Place in
Traditional Anyo     Single Weapon
Men MASTS Arnis Virtual   
 Competition

Rajib E. Abang -  3rd Place in Non-
Traditional Anyo Espada Y Daga-Men
MASTS Arnis Virtual Competition
           

Fahad K. Ebrahim  -  3rd Place in
Traditional Anyo Espada Y Daga-Men
MASTS Arnis Virtual Competition
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The CSU family wish to congratulate Ms. Wendy Mantasara Ibno,
Ms. MASTS 2021 First Runner Up  and Mr. Harif Badar Paullo
Baundi, Mr. Telegenic held in Tangub City on December 4, 2021.
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Opening game of CSU Renovated
 Basketball Court    

After the ceremonial opening of the University Gymnasium witnessed by the CSU family, the CSU
Basketball players led by none other than the smart, energetic and competitive University President,
Prof. Sema G. Dilna, Ed. demonstrated their prowess in basketball game. 
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Relative to the University's objectives of improving students' access to quality higher and advanced
education through implementation of affirmative action programs such as scholarship, and financial
grants, and inclusive admission programs, hundreds of student recipients have enjoyed scholarship
privileges contributing to the satisfaction of their educational needs. Many of them said they have
successfully achieved their dreams to improve their living conditions that contributed to the alleviation
of poverty in the locality. 

The Office of the Academic Related Services has facilitated the selection of qualified student grantees
coming from different places in the region. 

As compared with last year's total of 828, there were at least 1,204 students who availed with the
scholarship grants coming from different sectors for the Calendar Year 2021.  As far as internally
funded scholarships are concerned, at least eight (8) students had been granted with free tuition (6
units) from the Dependent Scholarship Grant (Graduate School) and one (1) student had been benefited
from the free tuition (6 units) from the Faculty/Employee Study Privilege. Moreover, there were at least
ten (10) externally funded scholarships as shown in the table below. 

Student Scholarship and RA 10931 Implementation
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Student Organizations
The Cotabato State University has a very active student organizations. At present, there are at least nine
(9) recognized or accredited student organizations namely: Supreme Student Government (SSG), College
of Agriculture and Fisheries-Local Student Organization (CAFiSO), College of Business and Public
Administration Student Organization (CBPASO), College of Engineering, Technology and Computing
Student Organization (CETSO), College of Forestry Student Organization (CFoSO), College of Teacher
Education Student Organization (CTEdSO), Agribusiness Society (AS), Junior Social Workers Association
of the Philippines (JSWAP), and Philippine Institute of Civil Engineers (PICE) - CSU Student Chapter.

The existence of the University Student Organizations has been in accordance with its objective of
establishing a transparent, efficient, effective and participative management system towards good
governance. 

Student Development

To increase the knowledge and understanding domains of the students, the Cotabato City State
Polytechnic College has sustained its guidance and counselling programs by providing series of webinars
to the students. As shown from the reports of the Guidance Office, there was a total of 611 students who
were benefited from the virtual group guidance sessions at least 170 males and 441 females. The table
below shows the summary of the webinars, conferences and orientations attended by the students.
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Actual
demonstration on
proper use of fire

extinguisher

Actual
demonstration
on the proper

way of
extinguishing

LPG fire 

Actual
demonstration

on proper
wearing of PPE

on fire
calamity

Virtual Group Guidance
Session on 

“How to Stay Mentally
Healthy Amidst the

Pandemic”
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Reproductive Health Awareness Webinar
October 11-13, 2021

 The Health Services office in partnership
with the Gender and Development Office
conducted a webinar on Reproductive
Health Issues and Concern which is
relevant and timely to high school and
college students of CSU. A total of 763
students participated in the webinar via
zoom conference. 
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Graduates

The Cotabato State University produced 1,267 graduates for the Academic Year 2020-2021 compared
with last year's 1,326.  There were 31 from the Doctoral Program, 174 from the Master's Degree
Program, 981 from the Baccalaureate Program, 81 from the Pre-Baccalaureate. On the other hand, there
were 95 graduates from the Senior High School. Fortunately, the University has been constantly striving
to achieve its objectives of improving the employability of graduates and continuously increase
retention and graduation rates for all students while closing the gaps in student success.

Doctoral Program

31 174 

Master's Degree 
Program

Baccalaureate 
Program

981
95

Senior High School
Program

 Performance in Licensure Examination 
The Cotabato State University has
continued to improve its academic
performance through varied schemes for
the development of instruction and
curriculum as well as to achieve its
objective of improving the performance
of graduates in the licensure
examination. 

One tangible evidence of the competitive
performance is on topping the Licensure
Examination of Teachers (LET) by the
University Cum Laude Mr. Hamid S.
Salik, a graduate of Bachelor of Science
in Education (BSEd) Major in
Mathematics. He topped the LET landing
as Top 9 with an average of 91.40
percent. Mr Salik has been one of the
successful graduates of this University. 
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 Average Passing Percentage of Licensure Exam

 KEY RESULT AREA  FY 2015  FY 2017  FY 2018 FY 2016  FY 2019  FY 2020  FY 2021

 Average Passing Percentage of
Licensure Exam

 Agriculture

 Fisheries

 Forestry

 Civil Engineering

 Social Work

 LET

 34.38%
176/512

 18.74%
89/475

 32.26%
220/682

 26.25%
142/541  33.41%

303/907
 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 32.24%
177/549

 7.69%
1/13

 4.55%
1/22

 21.74%
5/23

 22.22%
2/9

 13.65%
13/95

 0.00%
0/1

 33.33%
1/3

 5.26%
1/19

 0%
0/7

 10.00%
1/10

 20.00%
1/5

 31.58%
6/19

 25.00%
2/8

 26.67%
4/15

 36.36%
4/11

 12.68%
9/71

 10.31%
10/97

 10.89%
11/101

 11.94%
8/67

 15.00%
15/100

 72.19%
109/151

 57.80%
126/218

 37.78%
17/45

 69.66%
124/178

 No Exam
Sched.

 20.66%
56/271

 21.26%
71/334

 23.96%
75/313

 27.89%
111/398

 28.46%
146/513

 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 No Exam due
to COVID-19

 FY 2015  FY 2016  FY 2017  FY 2018  FY 2019  FY 2020  FY 2021

 No Exam due
to Pandemic

 34.38%
 

 18.74%
 

 32.26%
 

 26.25%
 

 33.41%
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Reflected on the table below is the average passing percentage of Licensure examination obtained by the
University for the last five years from FY 2015 to Fiscal Year 2021. FY 2020 has no data of examination
result because of the cancellation of examination schedules due to the outbreak of COVID-19.

It can be gleaned on the table below that the highest average passing percentage of Licensure exam was
on Fiscal Year 2015 with a general average of 34.38 percent. The second highest was on Fiscal Year 2019
with an average passing percentage of 33.41 percent showing a 0.97 decrease. It was followed by the Fiscal
Year 2017 having a general average of passing of 32. 26 percent with 1.15 percentage decrease then
preceded by FY 2021 showing an average passing of 32.24 percent with 0.02 percent decrease. The lowest
average passing percentage of Licensure examination was happened on the Fiscal Year 2016 with an
average percent of passing of 18.74 percent. 

Studies show that among the top reasons why student takers fail in the examination include laziness,
small amount of time spent in reading, over confidence, unfamiliar topics, mindset, too committed to
other things, and finance.

 8.93%
5/56

 10.00%
2/20

 100%
7/7

 15.45%
17/110

 34.48%
30/87

 43.12%
116/269

 32.24%
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 Faculty Profile Based on Academic Rank
The University has a strong faculty program and development. As of December 2021, the
Cotabato State University has a total of 186 faculty holding plantila positions. The Human
Resource Management Office recorded a total of five full-fledged professors. However,
majority of the faculty hold Instructor position (94), followed by Assistant Professors (42),
while the rest are Associate Professors (41). As shown in the table below, there is one (1)
Professor V, three (3) Professor III and one (1) Professor II.

L. Faculty Profile Based on Educational Attainment 
The University faculty members have continuously growing professionally. Currently, there is at
least 34 percent or a total of 62 doctors reported by the Human Resource Management Office.  In
addition, 43 percent or a total of 78 faculty had Master's Degree and 23 percent or 41 of the
faculty with Baccalaureate Degree. 

On the other hand, there is a total of 410
number of CSU personnel. Compared to last
year's 368, there is an increased number of
42 personnel. Aside from the 186 regular
faculty, there is a 54 existing job order
faculty who have been distributed in the six
colleges and 28 have been stationed  at the
Laboratory High School. 

Likewise, there are 41 currently employed as
regular administrative staff of the College.
In addition, there is a recorded 101 job
order administrative staff against last year's
total of 73 with an increase of 28 staff with
job order position due to an increasing
demand of employment needed to sustain
the increasing number of student
population.

Further, there are nine (9) Associate Professor V,
six (6) Associate Professor IV, 12 Associate
Professor III, eight (8) Associate Professor II, and
six (6) Associate Professor I.

Moreover, there are eight (8) Assistant Professor
IV, 11 Assistant Professor III, 12 Assistant
Professor II, and 15 Assistant Professor I. 

Furthermore, there are 11 Instructor III, eight (8)
Instructor II, and  75 Instructor I.

Thus, it is anticipated that in the next few years, a
great number of faculty would be promoted to
higher academic rank because of the
implementation of the NBC 8th Cycle which is
expected to be opened by CY 2022. Likewise,
additional faculty and staff would be hired due to
the increasing number of academic programs
being offered by the University. 
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Faculty Recruitment and Promotion
Committed to achieve its objectives to recruit, retain, and recognized diverse, high -quality faculty and
staff, the Cotabato State University through its hiring procedures has employed a total of 17 personnel
for the Calendar Year 2021. There was a total of 17 regular faculty who were employed i.e., one (1)
Assistant Professor IV, one (1) Assistant Professor II, and 14 Instructor I. At least one (1) additional
Guidance Counselor III was hired as a regular administrative personnel stationed in the Guidance and
Testing Office. 

In adherence to the guidelines and procedures in faculty promotion, a total of 36 faculty were
promoted during the Fiscal Year 2021 from January to December, to wit: Associate Professor V (2),
Associate Professor IV (2), Associate Professor III (3), Associate Professor II (3), Associate Professor I
(4), Assistant Professor IV (3), Assistant Professor III (3), Assistant Professor II (5), Assistant Professor I
(6), Instructor III (2), and Instructor II (3) respectively. 

Faculty Transfer/Retirement and Monetization
While there were several faculty who were recruited and promoted, some faculty have filed their
retirement as of the Fiscal Year 2021.  At least three faculty retired from service upon reaching the
mandatory age requirement at age 65. They were Dr. Zizah G. Guiamad, Associate Professor V, Dr.
Teresita C. Merced, Associate Professor V, and Mr. Lingki G. Nul, Instructor I. 

On the other hand, at least two faculty have transferred to other institutions namely: Mr.
Guiamarudin S. Daud, Instructor I and Jodsbarie B. Compania, also Instructor I.  

In terms of monetization scheme, there were two faculty who availed on monetization of their service
credits. Dr. Mocamad M. Macasayon had applied a 100 accrued leave credits whereas Mr. Danny B.
Dimalen applied on 200 accrued leave credits. 

Faculty Awards

Faculty Members with Scholarships

Cotabato State University — Annual Report 2021

Joanie T. Haramain from the College of
Teacher Education bagged 1st Place in

Feature Writing, 2nd  Place in Featuring on
COVID-19 Pandemic and 2nd Place in

Column Writing 

Geraldine B. Centeno -
College of Arts and Sciences   
CHED
Ayesha B. Hadji Ibrahim -
College of Arts and Sciences
DOST
Paidza T. Hamid     College of
Arts and Sciences   
CHED
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ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Faculty Development
In the light of the University's objective of improving the competencies and skills of faculty through
advanced studies, relevant trainings and external exposure, the faculty have attended various
trainings, seminars, conferences, symposia and benchmarks for skills and professional
development. The table below provides the summary of their undertakings. 
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IN-SERVICE TRAINING FOR
 CSU FACULTY 
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Virtual Dialectic Behavioural Technique (DBT) Skills Training for Mental Health
Professionals on Mindfulness

September 16 & 23, 2021

DOST Training on Basic Research Ethics
September 21& 22

 

Psychological Association of the
Philippines (PAP)

5th Annual Convention
September 30 – October 2, 2021

Philippine Guidance and
Counselling Association

(PGCA) National Midyear
Conference

November 29 & 30, 2021
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Looking After our Mental Health during
the Pandemic DOST XII Webinar

November 30, 2021

HANDA NA BA AKO? A Psychological First Aid
(PFA) Webinar Workshop

October 23, 2021

PGCA Annual Convention
May 21-22, 2021
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Certification, Authentication and Verification (CAV) of school documents of
students 

The Office of the Academic Related Services (ARS)
has actively discharged its duties and
responsibilities to help in the attainment of the
institution's vision, mission, goals and objectives.
The ARS envisions to become the center of
excellence in the delivery of student services. It
aims to promote the students' general welfare,
sense of oneness and provides opportunities for the
students' active involvement in the affairs of the
University and provides guidance to students’
social, cultural, educational and community
leadership.

Moreover, the ARS has successfully initiated and
maintained various services leading to the
personal and social development of the students. It
has actively promoted opportunities for the active
involvement of the students in different activities.

Among the notable accomplishments of the ARS
include the management of scholarship grants for
the students, student organizations, year book, and
publication. Likewise, the Office of the ARS has
actively involved in the academic and
administrative meetings, Bids and Awards
Committee (BAC) meetings.

In response to its goals and objectives, the ARS
under the supervision of the Director, Dr. Noraini
B. Mabang has successfully prepared billing
statement of the different scholarships/grants and
financial assistance. It has actively taken part in
the orientation programs for freshmen and
transferees of the different colleges, prepared the
CSU 1st Commencement Exercises Invitation
Program,  submitted liquidation reports and other
documents to  the Commission on Audit (COA),
CHED-Region XII and Central Office as well as to
the Unified Financial Assistance System for
Tertiary Education Act (UniFAST). 

Also, the ARS has conducted the screening and
evaluation of application for the renewal,
recognition and accreditation of student
organizations/clubs, societies and councils;
dependent scholarship grant (Graduate School),
and faculty/employee study privilege.

In addition, the ARS assisted the staff of Datu R.
Sinsuat in the distribution of financial assistance to
CSU student-recipients, provided assistance to the
Commission on Student Elections (COMSELEC) in
the conduct of SSG/LSG elections.

On the other hand, the ARS prepared documents in
AREA IV (Support to Students) during the
accreditation of programs (BSPE, BSCE, and BSPD)
under survey by the Accrediting Agency of
Chartered Colleges and Universities in the
Philippines (AACCUP) held on November 8-12, 2021. 

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

 Academic Related Services 

Also, the ARS conducted virtual orientation
program to scholars or grantees held on October
27, 2021.

In collaboration with the Records Management
Office, the ARS conducted and completed a
research entitled, Management and
Administration of Student Services in Cotabato
State Polytechnic College.

Based on the results of the study, it was proven
that the Student Affairs and Services in terms of
student welfare, student development, and
student programs and services had been highly
managed and administered as perceived by the
student respondents. 

Moreover, it was proven that the overall
attainment of the objective of ARS of ensuring
proper balance between rights of educational
institution and student rights; improving the
quality of Student Affairs and Services; promoting
access to quality, relevant, efficient and effective
student affairs and services; supporting student
development and welfare; and ensuring the
institutional provision of holistic approach for
Student Affairs and Services and the extent of
management and administration of CCSPC student
affairs and services in terms of management and
administration of student welfare ; management
and administration of student development; and
management and administration of student
programs and services show a highly significant
relation  in view of management and
administration of student welfare; management
and administration of student development and 
 management and administration of student
programs and services.
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Certification, Authentication and Verification (CAV) of school documents of
students 

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Student Guidance Services 
The Office of the Guidance and Testing Center (GTO) primarily aims to assist and guide students to
develop a wholesome personality, acquire maximum development of their potentials, and recognize
and make adjustment to their limitations. Also, the GTP aims to provide counseling and guidance to
students throughout their stay  in the University with regards to academic, emotional, moral, social
and vocational concerns so that they may develop respect to themselves and others, capable of
adjusting to life situations, and strengthen values and principles in life. 

Also, the GTO has been responsible in
 initiating continuous enrichment of the unit's
resources, approaches, methodologies and
techniques of counseling and its testing,
group/peer guidance or dynamics and other
guidance services.

The GTO has been active in providing
individual and group counseling, information
service, academic follow-up of problem
students, guidance enrichment programs,
student peer facilitators' program and other
related services for the well-being and personal
development of students. 

The Office headed by the Director, Dr. Armia U.
Ebrahim has organized in-service training of
personnel engaged in guidance and counseling 
 services; and it has successfully forged
partnership with the Bangsamoro Autonomous
Region in Muslim Mindanao (BARMM).

Likewise, the GTO has conducted at least 11
webinars for the students, Faculty Guidance
Advocates (FGAs), Students Peer  Facilitators
(SPFs), SSG/LSG Officers including parents and
the faculty.

The GTO administered and released the
Graduate School Entrance Examination (GSEE)
from September 1-20, 2021 at the E-Building. 

The Office conducted counseling sessions by
the CSU Registered Guidance Counselors for the
College and Laboratory High School Students
from January to December through the GTO
and via  telephone or teleconferencing.

The GTO Director, Guidance Coordinator and
Guidance Counselors have attended seminars
that contributed to the improvement of the
student services.

Also, to improve the implementation of the
webinars and other related activities, the GTO
Director, Staff and Student Peer Facilitators
conducted an evaluation which provided data for
the development of strategies for the effectiveness
and efficiency of the plans and programs. 

On the other hand, the GTO disseminated and
retrieved Student Information Forms (SIFs) to the
College and LHS Students via Zoom on November
29-30, 2021. Also, it posted various information
relative to GTO activities, mental health, and
other relevant concerns. 

Furthermore, the GTO personnel attended at least
10 webinars and trainings that contributed to the
enhancement of services  and attainment of the
University goals and objectives. 
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ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Text-or-Call Helpline Service (TCHS), E-
Guidance Service (EGS), and Information
Dissemination through GTO FB Page

Virtual Group Guidance Session on “How to Stay Mentally Healthy
 Amidst the Pandemic” 

May 15, 22 & 29, 2021
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Certification, Authentication and Verification (CAV) of school documents of
students 

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Administration of Graduate School Entrance Examination
September 1-20, 2021

Evaluation and Planning Sessions
September 21 & 22, 2021

Cotabato State University — Annual Report 2021

LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPPORT TO
THE GUIDANCE SERVICES. Hon.
Minister Atty. Rasol Y. Mitmug, Jr. with
his staff, CSU GTO Director Dr. Armia
Usman-Ebrahim and Guidance
Coordinator Ms. Lourdes C. Alcazaren
during the visit to the office of MP
Atty. Rasol Y. Mitmug Jr. on April 2021
for the taping of the Minister’s
Message for the participants of the
Virtual Guidance Sessions.
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Certification, Authentication and Verification (CAV) of school documents of
students 

Registrar Services 
The Office of the University Registrar has been in-charged for the custody, integrity, management,
accounting and release of the academic records of the students.  During  the CY 2021, there were at
least 3,801 students' transcript of records being released, 1,607 for Diplomas, 191 students'
Honorable Dismissal, 9, 676 Certifications, 6,701 Authentications, 1,179 Certifications,
Authentications and Verifications (CAV's) of school documents of students, 17, 981 for updating and
compiling of students records. Likewise , there was a total of 97 communications that had been
released by the Registrar's Office as shown in the table below. 

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The  strategies employed by the Registrar's  Office to prove its efficiency and effectiveness have
been on developing an enrollment scheme wherein the Dean and the Registrar have coordinated in
a two-way traffic. Moreover, the production of students' clearances has been the responsibility of
the Cashier's Office. The Free Higher Education (Tertiary) and Tertiary Education Subsidy have
likewise been sustained. Whereas, the Admission Test/College Entrance Exam has been conducted
by the different colleges or departments.

Among the opportunities availed by the Registrar have been on the attendance to various
consultative meetings and conferences conducted by the Commission on Higher Education (CHED),
Region XII since included in its functions has been to act as the principal contact person of the
academic community with the CHED. 

On the other hand, among the needs of the Registrar's Office include the provision of a generator
intended only for the Server of the Computerization of School Management   for continuous
operation even in times of brownouts, the installation of Telephone/Telfax Machine and Wi-Fi for
efficient transactions.
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Certification, Authentication and Verification (CAV) of school documents of
students 

Library Services 

ACADEMIC SECTOR: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Cotabato State University Library plays an
important role in the realization of the vision, mission
and goals of the institution. It is considered the heart of
the community of learning. 

The University Library  aims to provide services
relative to the library needs of the student, faculty
members and other clienteles; help build capabilities
and competence of the students, faculty, staff and 
 researchers through a well-stocked, relevant quality
library collections; efficiently and effectively organize
the library collections for maximum  service to its
clienteles; prepare comprehensive literature searches
and bibliographies; initiate continuous enrichment of
the resources, methodologies, and techniques for the
development and improvement of the library; and 
 recommend the establishment of linkages with foreign
and local agencies, colleges and universities for the
development of its resources in coordination with the
Director of Office of External Relations, Linkages, and
International Affairs.

Actively involved in the CHED National Accreditation
Acquired Five Million budget from the GAA for upgrading library collections
Acquired 1,071 book titles with 1,973 volumes
Purchased journals and magazines - e-references 
Integrated Library System
Increased the library holdings and now with 12,514 book titles with 19,120 volumes 
Acquired air-conditioning and ceiling fans specifically two (2) floor mounted air-conditioner and
ten (10) Ceiling fans 
Facilitated the provision of documents needed in Area 7 in the AACCUP Accreditation wherein the
parameters involved in three (3) programs namely, Bachelor of Physical Education and Bachelor
of Peace and Development were accredited for preliminary status whereas Bachelor of Civil
Engineering was accredited for Level through online accreditation.
Facilitated the rewiring and repairs of roof and ceiling of the second floor of Library Building
Facilitated the provision of lights from circulation section up to the binding and multi-media
sections.
Continuously delivered information resources digitally through the use of the University e-books
and e-journals.
Continuously delivered online platform orientations to the students 
Assisted the faculty in their needs for library research and borrowing references for their
students to deliver the right information for effective teaching and learning.
Utilized the "digital shift" in response to the pandemic. 

Among the notable accomplishments of the University Library for the Academic Year 2021 include
the following:

Meanwhile, some of the plans for the development of the Library services include the provision of
Canopy in from of the University Library, tiling of library extension reading area for good and
presentable ambiance, provision of the state-of-the-art University Library Building, and creation of
additional plantilla for librarians.
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Purchased Books and Facilities 2021
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As reflected on each table below, the University Library holdings for the past six (6) years have
been constantly increasing. There has been a dramatic increase for this Calendar Year 2021
because of the support of the administration particularly for the approval of funds for the
purchase of additional books and other relevant resource materials. Also, data have shown that
copyright of current edition has a dramatic increase from CY 2016 to date. 
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has administrative responsibility for general
supervision and coordination of all plans,
programs, projects and activities of the
various units under  his/her office. These
responsibilities include the planning,
coordinating and monitoring of programs
for research, extension, development and
production activities which are geared
towards the sustainable development of the
region.

The different offices which are directly
linked with the Office of the VPREP include
the following, to wit: Office of the Research
Program, Office of the Extension Program,
Office of the Production Services, Human
Ecology Office, Production Services, Agro-
Forestry and Fisheries Center, Indigenous
Peoples Center, Halal Center, and Peace
Center. 

The FY 2021 has disclosed tremendous 
 achievements of the faculty and student
researchers and extensionists for
sustainable development as evidenced by
their active participation in research,
extension and resource generation in
coordination with the University key
officials concerned and external
stakeholders. 

THE OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR RESEARCH, EXTENSION AND
PRODUCTION

Zainodin M. Kusin, PhD.
Vice President for Research, Extension and Production
+639658878786
Email address: zainudinkusin@gmail.com

OFFICE/UNIVERSITY DIRECTORY
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 OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH,
EXTENSION AND PRODUCTION

Facilitated the revision of the Research Manual.
Supervised the planning and implementation of the Research In-House Review.
Reviewed research proposals for endorsement.
Supervised seminars and trainings facilitated by various stakeholders.
Facilitated the submission of research articles for the CSU Multi Disciplinary Journal.
Facilitated six (6) International Published Research articles.
Facilitated two (2) Volume CSU and R & D Journal.
Facilitated three (3) utilized and one (1) commercialized research outputs.
Facilitated the approval of research heads, editorial board and the IPR Committee.
Conducted 10 meetings.

Research

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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Facilitated the revision of Extension Manual.
 Supervised the Extension In-House Review.
Supervised the implementation of community extension.
Supervised the conduct of the Community Needs Assessment ((IP's).
Signed Certificates.
Conducted meetings with stakeholders.

Extension

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

 

Facilitated the crafting of the Production Manual.
Field Set-up of In-vitro and In-vivo researches at CSU Experimental Area.
Conducted monitoring and inventory of CSU Stool and Farm Status (Rice
Production, Fruit Trees, Farm Animals and Fish Pond).

Production 

1.
2.
3.

 

Facilitated the preparation of needed documents for the AACCUP Accreditation.
Conducted meetings relative to the establishment of CSU Review Center .
Conducted two (2) meetings.

Other Related Functions

1.
2.
3.

The University Research, Extension and Production is a vital thrust that undertakes  its mandates
by delivering desired targets every quarter of the year. The Office has successfully supervised and
managed the cascaded activities  of both research and extension including inventory of the
possible sources of CSU income for Income Generating Project (IGP) manned by the Director for
Production Services including the different Development Centers. 

To carry out its mandate, the Office of the Research, Extension and Production has performed the
following activities in coordination with the directors and heads of the development centers.
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 Research 
The Office of the Research Program (ORP) aims to conduct researches in the fields of humanities as
well as pure and applied sciences that will generate new knowledge for utilization and
commercialization by the different sectors of the College and the external stakeholders, thereby
contributing to the socio-economic advancement in the region and the Philippines in general.

Relative to CHED’s mandate and the vision and mission of CSU, the Research Office shall promote a
research-driven culture towards generation, publications, utilization, and commercialization of
research through the coordination and collaborative efforts of the internal and external stakeholders.
Its goals are to motivate the faculty and technical assistance to research projects and activities; utilize
the research outputs for community and industry development; facilitate the dissemination of research
outputs for public use and income generation; facilitate the protection of generated knowledge and
product out of research, and establish linkages and partnerships with national and international
institutions both public and private.

The ORP hereby presents the highlights of accomplishments for the CY 2021, to wit:

1.   Conducted a Webinar on Coaching, Mentoring, and Packaging of the Research Proposal.

The ORP conducted a webinar on Coaching, Mentoring, and Packaging of Research proposals
purposely to help motivate and empower faculty researchers, enhance their dedication, increase
productivity, develop talent, and help them achieve success in research. Additionally, a mentored
faculty/employee in the field of research may often feel a greater understanding of what is required of
them in their jobs because they get one-on-one training, support, and the advice of an experienced
professional. According to Frost (2021), when a person receives personalized training, he may feel
empowered to perform his/her duties fully.

RESEARCH, EXTENSION AND PRODUCTION: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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 Research 
2. Conducted an In-House Review of the Completed
Researches and Research Proposals. 

The ORP conducted an In-House Review of the
completed research to be published in the university
research journal. The review of the research proposals
submitted for approval and institutionally funded
aimed to help the University’s development or
contribute to the pool of knowledge. For the University
to achieve its stated vision, mission, goals, and thrusts,
the Office of Research Program (ORP) has been
conducting In-House Reviews regularly to ensure
maximum participation of faculty in the research arena
while also monitoring and evaluating completed and
ongoing research, as well as the dissemination of
research outputs. Also, the review aimed to empower
budding researchers to present research proposals
and complete research projects viable for funding and
have a high potential for delivering new found
knowledge that may be useful in crafting compelling
science-based policies or recommendations or
providing solutions to local, national, and international
problems.

a. The University administration and, in
coordination with its Research office, attended
an inception meeting with the Caraga State
University and Cotabato State University. This
inception aimed to determine the needs of the
SUCs in the BARMM region as part of the
Research project of the CarSU. It intended to
forge a partnership with CSU.

 
3. Facilitated Two (2) Inception Meetings

b. Coordination and Inception Meeting of
University of the Philippines-Los Baños- SEARCA
Halal S&T Project and the Cotabato State
University

The UPLB-SEARCA Halal S&T Project conducted
its coordination and inception meeting the CSU
key officials purposely to discuss with the CSU
administration of the collaboration that may
forged knowing that the University has already
started its Regional Center for Halal Food
Processing Laboratory funded by the CHED
National through its Institutional Development
and Innovation Grant (IDIG). With the Halal
Project’s proponent Dr. Tarhata S. Guiamalon, the
CSU showcased the Halal project through short
video clips that reflected how it started and how
far it has gone with its implementation.

RESEARCH, EXTENSION AND PRODUCTION: HIGHLIGHTS OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Summary of Completed Research 
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INTELLECTUALS
GLOBAL COMMUNITY. Cotabato State University President,
Prof. Sema G. DIlna, Ed. D. became one of the reputable
resource speakers during the 3rd ICIGR 2021 held via
teleconferencing on December 7 with the theme, "Science
and Research in the Post Pandemic Era for Improving Public
Welfare."

The President has inspired thousands of spectators involving,
professors, researchers, students, scientists, and scholars
coming from various disciplines in the Global Community.
This event has been an evidence that Cotabato State
University has taken off towards its vision to become a world-
class development hub.

Other speakers have come from Indonesia, Malaysia and
Thailand who likewise inspired the audience on the value of
science and research for the improvement of public service
particularly during this time of pandemic. 

The President said his administration would continue to forge
partnerships with different institutions in the local, national
and international community in order to achieve the
University mission to produce science and technology
professionals; and peace and development advocates;
promote and undertake research and extension; generate
resources; and provide progressive leadership in various
fields of specialization.
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SPREADING THE LIGHTS OF CSU IN THE
GLOBAL COMMUNITY AMIDST PANDEMIC.
Cotabato State University President, Prof. Sema
G. DIlna, deliving his lecture during the Virtual 
 during the Science and Research: 6th
International Research Conference on
Educational Paradigm, Systems and Strategies  
 on November 26, 2021.
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Council recommends approval of renaming CSU Research Journal

A resolution recommending for approval of the renaming of CCSPC-Multidisciplinary Research
Journal to Cotabato State University Research and Development Journal was approved and
recommended by the Administrative Council through Resolution No. 04, series of 2021.
The rationale of such proposal is in view of its purpose to become recognized as a scientific journal
of multidisciplinary research in Southern Philippines by 2030. It covers areas on Humanities,
Education Social Sciences and Communication; Natural Sciences, Information and Industrial
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics; Business and Public Administration, and Agri-
business, as well as Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry.

The Journal aims to provide the most complete and reliable source of information on recent
developments in multidisciplinary research; promote academic integrity by publishing scientific
and quality research articles ; and establish network and linkages with other Higher Education
Institutions through conferences and publications.

Also, the Journal applies the system of a peer review in adherence to the standard of publication. 
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Extension 

MOA SIGNING WITH THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
Memorandum of Agreement with the Indigenous Peoples in Cotabato City last
September 9, 2021. This activity aims to conduct consultancy and strengthen
linkages through MOA signing to effectively and efficiently deliver services to its
target clienteles.

Monitoring and Evaluation of CSU Extension Program in Cotabato City last September 29-
30, 2021. The monitoring and evaluation is being designed in order to have an effective
assessment of all the programs and projects being implemented by CSU through the Office
of Extension Services in Selected Barangay’s such as Mother Tamontaka, Tamontaka I,
Tamontaka II and Kalangan II Cotabato City.

MONITORING & EVALUATION  
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COMMUNITY NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Community Needs Assessment-Indigenous Peoples Area, Cotabato City 

REVISED CSU EXTENSION  PROGRAM MANUAL

The revised CSU Extension Services Manual (CESM) shall serve as implementing policies,
rules and guidelines of the College extension stipulated in the College Code. Board of Trustees
Standing Committee, chaired by Honorable Trustee Sammy B. Malawan and Honorable
Members of the Board of Trustees passed Resolution No. 513, series of 2021; dated 03 March
2021 Re: Revised CCSPC Extension Program Manual through referendum for approval and
subject for confirmation during the regular Board of Trustees meeting.
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TRAININGS CONDUCTED  FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021

University Extension Program has a total of 26 trainings conducted to the different areas of Cotabato City
and nearby places. Proponents from different colleges and offices implemented their approved project
proposals facilitated by the Director of Extension, Dr. Samsia Ibrahim in coordination with the Vice
President of Research Extension and Production and in collaboration with the local officials. Based on the
assessment, the participants said they have their knowledge, skills and confidence in doing their tasks.
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REPLICATED TRAININGS CONDUCTED 2021
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Extension Program 
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BOARD RESOLUTIONS

Presented below is the summary of Board Resolutions for the 3rd and 4th Quarters of the
Fiscal Year 2021, to wit:

PhD in Education Major in Applied
Linguistics
Doctor of Business Administration
Master of Science in Forestry

Bachelor of Science in Education Major in
Science 
Bachelor of Science in Elementary
Education 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 

Resolution No. 01, series of 2021 -
Administering of Oath to the Newly Elected
Faculty Association, Inc. President Esmail M.
Ali and Acknowledging his Attendance as a
Faculty Regent. This was confirmed by the
Board eventually implemented.

Resolution No. 02, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Provisional Agenda. This was approved
by the BOR and hereby implemented.

Resolution No. 03, series of 2021 - Reading
the Minutes of the 2nd Quarter Regular Board
of Trustees Meeting of the Cotabato City State
Polytechnic College 09 September 2020 Via
Zoom Video Conferencing. This was approved
subject to the integration of comments,
corrections, suggestions and observations. It
was finally implemented. 

Resolution No. 04, series of 2021 -
Confirmation of the Academic Calendar for SY
2021-2022. This was approved and
implemented.

Resolution No. 05, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Proposed New Curricular Offering:
      Graduate College Program:

1.

2.
3.

       Undergraduate Program
1.

2.

3.
      This resolution was approved by the BOR
subject to the concurrence of the CHED. It was
then implemented.

Resolution No. 06, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Revision Bachelor of in Physical
Education Curriculum. The Board hereby
approved this and it was eventually
implemented. 

Resolution No. 07, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Memorandum of Agreement with Office
of the Chief Minister of Bangsamoro
Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao.
Ministry of Basic, Higher, and Technical
Education of BARMM, Mindanao State
University, Marawi City, and Institute of
Bangsamoro Studies, Cotabato City. This was
approved by the Board and its
implementation has been on-going.

Resolution No. 08, series of 2021 -
Approval of the University Hymn and
Professional Fees of Compose and Song
Interpreters. It was approved by the
Board but subject to compliance with
accounting, auditing rules and
regulations eventually implemented. 

Resolution No. 09, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Conferment of the
Honorary Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
in Peace and Development Honoris Causa
Upon Hon. Minister Mohagher M. Iqbal.
This resolution was approved by the
Board but subject to compliance with
pertinent CMO. Its implementation is on-
going.

Resolution No. 10, series of 2021 -
Approval of Change of Graduate College
Nomenclature to Graduate Studies and
Official Logo. It was hereby approved
and implemented.

Resolution No. 11, series of 2021-
Approval of Change of College Education
Nomenclature to College of Teacher
Education and Official Logo. It was
hereby approved and implemented.

Resolution No. 12, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Revised Program of
Receipts and Expenditures, APP for FY
2021. It was approved by the Board
subject to compliance with accounting
and auditing rules and regulations. It was
approved and implemented.

Resolution No. 13, series of 2021 - The
Cotabato State University Inauguration
Schedule Cum Oath Taking of the First
University President and Unveiling of
University Marker on June 17, 2021. It wa
approved and implemented.

Resolution No. 19, series of 2021 -
Confirmation of the Memorandum of
Agreement with Indigenous People of
Cotabato City.

Resolution No. 20, series of 2021 -
Confirmation on the Reconstitution of the
Committee on Land Use Development and
Infrastructure Plan.
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Resolution No. 21, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Project Proposal on Engineering
Equipment and Facilities Worth 25 Million
Pesos.

Resolution No. 22, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Cotabato State University Five-Year
Development Plan.

Resolution No. 25, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Fund Utilization for Third Quarter and
the Succeeding Quarter Thereafter.

Resolution No. 26, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Grant of Authority to the University
President to Transfer the Land Title from
Cotabato Provincial Government to Cotabato
State University.

Resolution No. 27, series of 2021 - Approval
of the Official Logo of College of Engineering,
Technology and Computing and College of
Agriculture and Fisheries.

Resolution No. 28, series of 2021 -
Recognizing and Confirming the Attendance of
the New Supreme Student Government
President Datu Mohammad Jamil M. Brillantes
as Student Regent Effective 30 September 2021
until 29 September 2022. It was confirmed and
implemented. 

Resolution No. 29, series of 2021 - Approving
the Provisional Agenda for 3rd Quarter
Regular Board of Regents Meeting of the
Cotabato State University, Cotabato City on
September 30, 2021 via Zoom Video
Conferencing. This was approved and
implemented.

Resolution No. 30, series of 2021 - Reading
the Minutes of the 2nd Quarter Regular Board
of Trustees Meeting of Cotabato City State
Polytechnic College 09 September 2020 Via
Zoom Video Conferencing. This was approved
subject to the integration of comments,
corrections, suggestions and observations. It
was finally implemented. 

Resolution No. 31, series of 2021 -
Confirming the Memorandum of Agreement
with Indigenous People of Cotabato City. It
was hereby confirmed and for
implementation.

Resolution No. 32, series of 2021 -
Confirming the Reconstituted Committee on
Land Use Development and Infrastructure
Plan. It was confirmed by the BOR and for on-
going implementation.

Resolution No. 33, series of 2021 -
Confirming the Referendum No. 03
series of 2021 titled, " Approval of the
Project Proposal for Engineering
Equipment and Facilities worth Twenty-
Five Million Pesos to be funded by CHED
IDIG through the Office of Commissioner
Ronald L. Adamat. It was confirmed but
subject to accounting and auditing rules
and regulations and compliance with RA
9184 and for implementation. 

Resolution No. 34, series of 2021 -
Approval of Cotabato State University
Five-Year Development Plan. It was
hereby approved and implemented.

Resolution No. 35, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Fund Utilization Report
for 3rd Quarter of FY 2021 and the
Succeeding Quarter Thereafter. This
resolution was approved but subject to
accounting and auditing rules and
regulations. Eventually, it was
implemented. 

Resolution No. 36, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Grant of Authority to
the University President to Facilitate the
Transfer of Land Title from Provincial
Government of Cotabato to the Cotabato
State University. It was approved and
for on-going implementation. 

Resolution No. 37, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Official Logo of the
College of Engineering, Technology, and
Computing and College of Agriculture
and Fishery. It was hereby approved and
implemented. 

Resolution No. 38, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Availment of link.Biz
portal of Land Bank of the Philippines
for e-payment and opening of Two Bank
Accounts for this Purpose. This was
approved and for on-going
implementation.

Resolution No. 39, series of 2021-
Report of the Search Committee for
Private Sector Representatives and
Election of the Same. It was hereby
approved and implemented. 

Resolution No. 40, series of 2021 -
Approval of the Creation of Committee
on Formulation of IRR of RA 10585 as
amended by RA 11013. It was approved
and for implementation.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH HEAVENLY
CULTURE WORLD PEACE, RESTORATION OF LIGHT

This Memorandum of Understanding between the
Cotabato State University and Heavenly Culture
World Peace, Restoration of Light (HWPL) aims to
establish a framework of cooperation between
the said parties specifically in achieving cessation
of war and spreading culture of peace through
activities that raise awareness of peace as
stipulated in Article 10 of the Declaration of Peace
and Cessation of War. Also, the purpose of said
understanding is to ensure a close cooperative
relationship between the two parties in providing
peace education to the students.

The HWPL is a non-governmental organization in
Special Consultative Status with the United
Nations Economic and Social Council and
associated with the United Nations Department of
Global Communications. HWPL aims to engage
leaders of all walks of life and civic society
including youth in seeking sustainable and
comprehensive solutions for peace by
transcending national borders, ideologies,
ethnicities, and religion.

The Moro Peace Project TMPP) is a non-
government organization which aims to
promote development services in developing
projects and programs in the community of the
Bangsamoro and other nearby areas. Its main
goal is to create a greater community to change
reliance on the development of individual
capacity in the community and to encourage
children and young people to take charge of
their everyday lives and an integral element in
creating a protective environment for
children's protection and their families. It aims
to empower the youth towards sustainable
peace and development.

Among the agreed premises include the
drafting of concept note and schedules  for the
conduct of the activities; provision of food and
accommodation for the resource speakers and
certificates for the participants; and provision
of tarpaulin and other paraphernalia for the
activities. These shall be the responsibilities of
TMPP. 

TMPP is represented by Hadji Harris M. Ismael
and his witness Aster Zahira P. Antenor. Prof.
Sema G. Dilna, Ed. D. represented the
University and his witness Dr. Saidamin P.
Bagolong, Director of External International
Linkages.  Such agreement was carried out on
Nov. 16, 2021.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT WITH
MORO PEACE PROJECT
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT  WITH DEPARTMENT OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY-

REGION XII

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT  WITH Indigenous People
Mandatory Representatives 

The Indigenous People Mandatory
Representatives (IPMR) is a government
unit that aims to expresses desire to
develop its constituents especially the poor
and needy community members. It
welcomes and recognizes the technical
assistance and support to the Sectoral
Indigenous People (IPs) by CSU Office of the
Extension. 

Stipulated in the agreement included the
functions of the IPMR that include the
provision of the venue, chairs, tables, and
chalkboards in the conduct of skills
training; provision of training assistance
and necessary materials/equipment or
tools;  identification and recruitment of the
qualified project beneficiaries; assistance
in the regular opening program or project
launching and culminating activities of all
projects; coordination and assistance in the
implementation of the extension projects
and activities; and assistance in the regular
monitoring and evaluation of all extension
projects and activities.

IPMR is represented by Hon. Amelyn M.
Dolores with the City Mayor, CSU is
represented by Pres. Sema G. Dilna along
with the Vice President for Research,
Extension and Production and the Director
of Extension Program. Such agreement was
done on Sept. 9, 2021 at Cotabato City.

The Department of Science and
Technology (DOST)-Region XII is mandated
to implement, coordinate, monitor,
promote and support the transfer and
commercialization of technologies in the
region. It possesses the technical
qualifications, commitment and sense of
responsibility to implement the project,
"Packaging and Label Design Development
Assistance for SMEs as a component
project of the Small Enterprise Technology
Upgrading Program (SETUP). The project
aims to widen the market of the Philippine
products through appropriate packaging,
label design in conformance with
international standards. 

DOST is represented  by the Regional
Director Engr. Sammy P. Malawan in the
presence of the Packaging and label Design
Focal Person Ainee D. Gamor while CSU is
represented by the University Pres., Dr.
Sema G. Dilna in the presence of the
University Halal Project Leader and Dean of
the Graduate School, Dr. Tarhata S.
Guiamalon. The agreement was carried out
on Oct. 20, 2021. 
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Cotabato State University, through its
Office of External and International
Linkages and Universitas
Muhammadiyah Jember, Heavenly
Culture, World Peace, Restoration of
Light, and the Moro Peace Project
officially formed partnerships to
encourage and promote mutual
understanding and cooperation based
on respect and trust in order to advance
curriculum and instruction, extension,
and research.

Partnerships of the University with the
Universitas Muhammadiyah Jember,
Indonesia, was formally signed last
August 2, 2021, to establish
collaborative educational activities
through academic exchange. While the
ceremonial signing for the Heavenly
Culture, World Peace, Restoration of
Light (HWPL) happened on November 9,
2021, which aims to establish a
framework of understanding to carry
out peace projects. Also, The Moro
Peace Project (TMPP) signed the
Memorandum of Agreement on
November 10, 2021, with the main goal
to create a space for young people to
learn about the culture of peace and the
importance of peacebuilding. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Vice President for Administration and Finance (VPAF) is responsible in planning,
organizing, implementing and evaluating the administration and finance with the end
view of providing the University with efficient and effective service. Also, it is
responsible in coordinating with the other University on programs and appropriate
government and private agencies to bring about inter-agency complementation and to
maximize use of available resources. Likewise, it is responsible in coordinating,
supervising, and monitoring the activities of the administrative and support services of
officials and employees of the University and of the affiliate agencies/ institutions
operating within the campus as well as performs other related functions. 

As indicated in the above organizational chart, the VPAF houses the following: Office of
the Administrative Services Division,  Office of the Financial Management Services
Division, and Office of the Physical Plant Facilities Division. Directly involved offices in
the administrative services are: Human Resource Management, College Health Office,
General Services Office, Security Service Safety Management Office, Procurement
Office, and Records Management Office. There are three (3) offices directly involved in
the Financial Management Office. These are the Budget Office, Accounting Office, and
Collection and Disbursement Office. Also, there are three (3) offices which are directly
connected to the Office of the Physical Plant Facilities namely: Physical Plant, Faculty
Service Unit, and Motor Pool Unit. 
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CSU PERFORMANCE REVIEW REPORT 

In compliance with the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) Circular Letter (CL) No. 2018-
13, this report is necessary to assess the actual performance of Cotabato State University  based on the
quarterly submission of Budget and Financial Accountability Reports covering the financial, physical,
and income performance whether actual accomplishments are consistent with plans and targets. 

Presented in the following sections are the highlights of performance of the University in different
areas as of December 31, 2021. 

Financial Performance

Fiscal Year 2021 appropriation of the university amounted to Three Hundred Twenty–Five Million,
Three Hundred Ninety-Nine Thousand pesos (P325,399,000) of which 48.31% is appropriated for
Personnel Services (PS), 14.25% for the Maintenance and Other Operating Expenses (MOOE) and
37.44% for Capital Outlay (CO).  The university has a total adjusted allotment received amounting to
Three Hundred Twelve Million, Six Thousand, Three Thousand and Three Hundred Thirty–Two Pesos
only (P 312,006,332.00) including the PGF and RLIP as shown in the preceding table.

The University assessment of the submitted Statement of Appropriations, Allotments, Obligations,
Disbursements and Balances (FAR No. 1) as of December 31, 2021 shows that obligations yield 99.87%
which is consistent with the programmed FY2021 BED 1 and BED 3 except for the Capital Outlay which
shows 23.24% disbursement.  

This chapter highlights the consolidated financial and administrative performance of the different
offices and units of  Cotabato State University for the FY 2021. 

Budget Office

The low disbursement rate of the Capital Outlay is due to the slow progress of the construction of the
ongoing projects.  This is because of the pandemic which brought about significant changes in daily
working schedule caused by social distancing and the implementation of health protocols brought about
by the COVID 19.   The delivery for the Upgrading and Enhancement of Laboratory Facilities is delayed
because some of the equipment and facilities are being ordered by the suppliers outside the country. 
 The other capital outlay which is the Completion/Construction of Academic (CAFFI) Building (Phase 3)
has been awarded already though it cannot proceed pending the completion of the Phase 2 construction.
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Obligation Rate/Disbursement Rate

For Continuing Obligation of Capital Outlay, actual disbursement is only 55.72% of the total
obligations. Project that has been more than three years is already 100% completed.  To date, Capital
Outlay appropriation from Fiscal Years 2019 and 2020 with one project for each year are still on-
going.  The construction of projects has been delayed because in CY2020, construction was totally
halted because of the lockdown and in CY2021, there was limited workers deployed due to the
observance of health protocols. 

Income Performance – FAR 5 

Based on the submitted Report of Revenue and other Receipts (FAR 5) as of December 31, 2021, the
University generated receipts/collections amounting to Sixty Nine Million Six Hundred Forty–Four
Thousand Five Hundred Fifty–Nine pesos Twenty Million Seventy-One Thousand Eight Hundred
Thirty-Two Pesos (P69,644,599.00) where 30.97% covers Tuition and Miscellaneous Fees from the
Undergraduate and 69.03% covers other receipts from the revolving fund as well as the Tertiary
Education Subsidy, Research grants and IGP.  First Semester of AY 2021-2022 billing to the Unifast has
not yet been downloaded by CHED-Unifast as of this moment.    

P69,644,599.00 
Revenue and other

Receipts

30.97% from Tuition and
Miscellaneous Fees 

69.03%% from revolving
fund and TES, Research

Grants and IGP
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In general, even in the midst of health pandemic, Cotabato State University was able to meet its
targets as reflected in the BAR 1 – Physical Report of Operation. The table below reflects the CSU
performance in the higher education program, research program, and technical advisory program
particularly the physical target and accomplishment per indicator showing a dramatic increase for
most of the indicators due to the continuing involvement of the faculty researchers and
extensionists in varied programs. 

Physical Performance 
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The University Cashier's Office and the
Collection and Disbursement Office have two
major functions namely, Collection and
Disbursement. 

CASHIER’S OFFICE

A. Collection

TUITION FEES AND MISCELLANEOUS FEES
THROUGH COLLECTING OFFICERS

This is the frontline service of the University
Cashier’s office which is served by the collecting
officers. The collection starts from 8:00 AM up to
4:00 PM as the cut-off time. There are three
windows provided for both the undergraduate
and post-graduate students. For the Laboratory
High School, the collections were made in
Window 3 under the control of one collector.

The collection system was made more
convenient as the statement of account can be
accessed through the computer-generated
SIMONE enrolment system. Enrolment for the
2nd semester of academic year 2020-2021 was
completed in  a span of 2 to 3 weeks. Same was
through for the 1st semester of academic year
2021-2022. For the summer 2021, the collections
lasted for 2 weeks. The students were scheduled
according to their year levels. Each collector was
assigned to respective year levels.

The collectors were also vigilant in collecting the
back accounts of the old students whose
accounts were not yet encoded in the SIMONE
system. This was considered as other income of
the school. It was also observed that the
collections everyday by the officers were
remitted to the Cashier. Attached were the daily
cash register, breakdown of collections and the
duplicate copies of the official receipts for
verification and signature of the Cashier. The
collections during the day were deposited in the
next banking day. A total of 51,500 Official
Receipts with RP seal 51-C and 20,000
Personalized Official Receipts were delivered
and received from the National Printing Office.

COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT  OFFICE
B. Disbursement

PAYMENTS THROUGH CHECKS OR ADA

This is the primary mode of payment of the
University. Checks were serially issued according
to the charged fund by the Budget office. If it was
NCA, Land Bank of the Philippines check booklet
was used. For Trust Fund, Development of the
Philippines CCSPC account was utilized. Same
was true for the Laboratory High School and
Income Generating Projects, DBP accounts for
LHS and IGP accounts, respectively, were issued.

List of Due and Demandable Obligations-Advice
to Debit Account (LDDAP-ADA) were being used
for payments which can be paid through their
savings or current account with LBP. This is to
save up the utilization of LBP checks and also to
ease the releasing of payments instead of checks.

Before each checks or ADA together with
supporting documents were released to the office
of the Internal Control Unit, they were prepared
with Advice of Check Issued and Cancelled that
served as the master list of the checks or ADA
being issued. Manual checks advice was used for
both LBP and DBP accounts.

One employee was assigned for the preparation of
the Advice of Checks Issued and Cancelled and
another staff to do the recording and releasing of
checks based upon its fund cluster. A liaison
officer was designated to do the task of payments
of mandatory remittances such as GSIS,
PhilHealth and PAG-IBIG; payments of utility
services such as electricity, water, and internet
connection to various private companies; and
sending off the payments for salaries to the
government servicing banks.  

There were about three (3) reorders made to the
Bureau of Treasury for calendar year 2021. Two
(2) LBP check booklets were released to the
school. However, for the DBP accounts, only the
DBP-Graduate School account had reordered twice
which was comprised of 1,000 DBP checks each or
a total of 2,000 checks. 

E-bank statements were also implemented to ease
the monitoring of the posted credits and debits to
the DBP accounts and requested bank statement
from LBP. 
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PAYMENTS THROUGH CHECKS OR ADA

SCHOOL FEES AND OTHER INCOME

The collections for the Income Generating Projects were observed by a collecting officer. Proper
details of the collection were also observed to monitor the outstanding balances of the different
projects. Cash return from unspent cash advances, disallowances etc. was properly issued with official
receipts. Fund transfers intended for various projects such as researches, scholarships, and subsidy
for free tuition from Commission on Higher Education Central office were also monitored. However,
some of them were not issued with official receipts. 

SUMMARY OF COLLECTIONS
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The Petty Cash Fund was made for the payments of authorized or miscellaneous expenses which
cannot be conveniently be paid through checks. This was controlled under the custody of then supply
officer and Special Disbursing officer. The fund was monitored through imprest system. The existing
amount of the fund is P40,000.00. A total of four hundred thirty-eight (438) Petty Cash Vouchers were
processed and twenty-eight (28) replenishments were made during the year.

C. Reporting

COMMISION ON AUDIT

The Reports of Collections and Deposits (RCD) were submitted monthly. The copies of deposit slips
were also attached together with the monthly bank statements. The reports were copy furnished to
the office of Accounting.

The Reports of Checks Issued (RCI) were also complied monthly. The disbursement vouchers, budget
utilization requests and other supporting documents were segregated to 3 copies. Original copies to
COA, duplicate copies maintained by the Cash office and triplicate copies for the custody of
Accounting office. Other reports were compiled as soon as the COA needed them.

PAYMENTS THROUGH PETTY CASH FUND

 BUREAU OF TREASURY

The Reports of Accountability and Accountable Forms (RAAF) were also submitted to the bureau
monthly. The Fidelity Bonds of the accountable officers were also monitored to periodically renew
them before expiration lapsed. Additional officers were also bonded last year. Online application of
fidelity bonds was implemented.

OES FINANCIAL PEFORMANCE 
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LIBRARY FINANCIAL PEFORMANCE 
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The Science Laboratory Office
serves as an effective
instrument of the Cotabato
State University in providing
the test of all knowledge in
experiments. Experiment is
the sole judge of scientific
“truth.” 

The Science Laboratory
engages each student in
significant experiences with
experimental processes,
including some experiences in  
designing  and investigating.
The science laboratory helps
the students develop a broad
array of basic skills and tools
of experimental Physics,
Biology, and Chemistry, data
analysis and concepts. It also
develops students in
collaborating learning skills
that are vital to success in
many lifelong endeavors.

CSU SCIENCE LABORATORY BUILDING

SPMO Annual Inventory for the Science Laboratory Apparatus and Equipment

CSU SCIENCE LABORATORY OFFICE 
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SPMO Annual Inventory for the Science Laboratory Apparatus and Equipment Dated
November 15 2021.
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The University Health Services Office aims to
provide quality healthcare services and
promotes  healthy lifestyle among students
and employees of Cotabato State University.
Specifically, it aims to provide primary
healthcare consciousness among students,
faculty and staff; conduct health profiling to
employees and students with present illness;
provide healthy and safe environment,
prevent deterioration and occurrence of
complications to certain diseases such as
Hypertension, and Diabetes Mellitus among
faculty members and staff; upgrade the
medical and dental equipment; and establish
partnership with other allied health
professionals in promoting certain activity
that could positively contribute to the health
of the society.

Mandate

Pursuant to the CHED Memorandum Order
number 09, series of 2013, Article IX, the Office of
the Health Services is mandated to facilitate the
delivery of essential services to the students, under
Section 27, states that Health Services refers to the
provision of primary health care and wellness
program, thus:

The Higher Education Institution shall provide
primary health care services administered by
licensed medical, dental and allied professionals to
all students. There shall be adequate facilities for
health care and updated health records including
disability records for students with disabilities
that are kept and maintained as required by the
Department of Health and other related agencies.
There shall be mechanisms to promote healthy
lifestyle such as but not limited to healthy diet,
physical activities, and no smoking and drinking of
alcoholic beverages and substance abuse; and
provide healthy environment not only inside the
campus but also outside the school premises. The
school shall provide policy and environment to
enable the practice of healthy lifestyle. There shall
be compliance with the relevant and existing
health and related laws, rules and regulations. 

HEALTH SERVICES OFFICE  

This accomplishment report shows the
programs, activities and services implemented
by the Medical and Dental Health Services in
the year 2021 which includes the number of
students who have undergone medical and
dental consultations, the total number of
clients attended, activities that require
medical attention and the interventions that
have been made to manage the spread of
COVID-19 infection. 

CLINIC DESIGN

The CSU Medical and Dental Health Services
has an adequate size to accommodate
standard furniture, fixture, medical
instruments, equipment and supplies with
sufficient lighting and ventilation, with Two
(2) medical beds for treatment and recovery
area, a comfort room and lavatory with tap
water, a refrigerator to store medicines and
vaccines, and cabinets/ drawers to secure
medical records. The corridors and doors are
wide and permits wheelchair and trolleys, and
the clinic floors are made of washable ceramic
tiles. 

INFECTION CONTROL DURING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

To implement a comprehensive and up to date
infection control standards, COVID-19 health
protocols were implemented to minimize the source
and transmission of infection, and maintain a
sanitary environment. Wearing of mask and face
shield are properly observed inside the campus, the
use of Cotabato City Tracing System scanning is
implemented, body temperature scanner is placed
at the entrance gate for health assessment prior
entry as well as footwear and hand sanitization for
disinfection. Campus disinfection was also done
with standard protocol of mixing the solutions for
disinfection. Individuals with travel history outside
the city and to those who had a close contact with a
COVID-19 positive patient were advised to stay at
home for Fourteen (14) days and were monitored by
the Barangay Health Workers for signs and
symptoms of the said disease. Employees who got
infected by the disease must provide a medical
clearance prior reporting to the institution.
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In pursuit of providing primary
healthcare among students,
faculty and staff, the Office of
Health Services continuously
attended to the medical needs of
the clients.

 Presented in the table are the
total number of personnel and
students who received medical
services. From January to
December 2021, a total of 1,182
clients availed on the CSU medical
programs and services. At least 47
from the Faculty, 56 from the
Staff, three from the College of
Teacher Education, nine from the
College of Engineering ,
Technology and Computing, one
from the College of forestry, one
from the College of Agriculture
and Fisheries, five from the
College of Arts and Sciences, six
from the College of Business and
Public Administration, nine from
the Senior High School, and five
from the Junior High School.

The reason why the staff has
covered the highest number of
patients being treated in the
Clinic is due to their nature of
work and most of the time, they
neglect eating their breakfast
because of varied factors. 

The month of November revealed
the highest number of clients
because it is the period when
people usually complain about
pains and discomfort cause of
poor lifestyles among others.
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INSTALLING INFORMATIVE POSTERS FOR COVID-19
UPDATES AND VACCINES

February 18, 2021

The medical team launched
the physical check-up at the
entrance of AVR using the
thermal scanner, installed
70% Alcohol for hand
sanitization and ensured
the proper protocol of the
IATF before and during the
program.

WOMEN’S MONTH CELEBRATION Part I
with the Gender and Development Office

March 08, 2021

 "Juanabegroomed"  which is an activity conducted by
the Gender and Development Office in celebration of
Women’s Month, services such as Foot Massage, Nail
Trimming, and Hair Cutting rendered to the employees
of CSU had contributed to the physical well being of the
employees.
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ORIENTATION TO FIRST YEAR
STUDENTS, TRANSFEREES AND SHIFTERS

March 24, 2021

The medical team conducted the physical
check-up at the entrance of AVR using the
thermal scanner, installed 70% Alcohol for
hand sanitization, and ensured the proper
protocol of the IATF before and during the
program.

In participation and coordination with the call of the
Department of Health for COVID-19 Vaccination
“RESBAKUNA: KASANGGA NG BIDA,” the CSU Medical
and Dental Health Services conducted a webinar
entitled COVID-19 VACCINE 101 (What you need to
know?) on July 02, 2021, with Dr. Marcelito B. Caragay,
the University Medical Consultant as the Resource
Speaker. 

The purpose of the webinar was to raise awareness and
boost the level of confidence and uptake on COVID-19
vaccines, the webinar has featured discussions on the
review of vaccines available, the process of
vaccination, the different classification of vaccines,
and their side effects and to clarify COVID-19 vaccine’s
misconceptions. The participants were the students
and employees of CSU.
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CHED COLLABORATIVE MEETING WITH THE HIGHER
EDUCATION INSTITUTION IN COTABATO CITY

March 25-26, 2021

WEBINAR: COVID-19 VACCINE 101 (What you need to know?)
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CAMPUS DISINFECTION PART I
With the General Service Staff 

July 03, 2021

CAMPUS DISINFECTION PART I
With the General Service Staff

July 03, 2021

CAMPUS DISINFECTION PART II
With the General Service Staff, 

July 19, 2021
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UNIFAST GRANTS TESTIMONIAL PROGRAM with the CHED Chairperson Dr. J.
Prospero E. De Vera, and other CHED Commissioners, Dr. Ronald L. Adamat, Dr.
Maximo C. Aljibe, Dr. Marjuni M. Maddi, Dr. Nelia A. Alibin, CSU President Dr. Sema
G. Dilna, CSU Officials together with student grantees of Unifast Scholarship on June
21, 2021.

The medical team facilitated the physical check-up at the entrance of AVR using the
thermal scanner, installed 70% Alcohol for hand sanitization, and ensured the
proper protocol of the IATF before and during the implementation of the program.
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Inauguration: Declaration of University Status cum Oath Taking of the first University President and Unveiling of the University
Marker on July 23, 2021.

The medical team facilitated the physical check-up at the entrance of the University Gymnasium to the
key officials and visitors using the thermal scanner, installed 70% Alcohol for hand sanitization and
ensured the proper protocol of the IATF before and during the program.

The Cotabato State University in partnership
with the Department of Health through the City
Health Office conducted its inoculation
program, a total of  542 individuals among the
employees and students of the institution has
been vaccinated during the COVID-19
Inoculation Operation.
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COVID-19 Inoculation Operation
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RAMDOM PICTURES DURING THE COVID-19 VACCINATION
 

The University medical team
facilitated the physical check-
up at the entrance using the
thermal scanner, installed 70%
Alcohol for hand sanitization
and ensured the proper
protocol of the IATF before
and during the program.
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INVESTITURE OF THE FIRST UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT PROF. SEMA G. DILNA, Ed. D.

September 23, 2021
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A total of 70 CSU students got their
jab (shove) done at the Office on
Health Services last October 16,
2021, Saturday. They were
accompanied by the University
Nurse, Dianara B. Garcia, RN
together with the President of
Supreme Student Government,
Datu Mohammad Jamil Brillantes.

 
 A total number of 145

students and employees
received their Flu shots on

October 29, 2021. This
activity aims to provide
immunity against H1N1

Influenza Virus.
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COVID-19 Vaccination of CSU Students 
at the Office on Health Services

FLU Vaccination to Students and Employees of CSU
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The Philippine National Police (PNP) Director
and Police Major General Alexander J.
Sampanga acknowledged the CSU
Administration headed by the President, Prof.
Sema G. Dilna, Ed.D. for its utmost contribution
to the successful conduct of the PNP Cadet
Admission Test for Bachelor of Science in Public
Safety held on December 28-29, 2021 at CSU
campus. Also, the University President
expressed his thanks to Col. Bahil for the trust
and appreciation.

CSU strengthens partnership with PNP

The Cotabato State University Board of Regents
approved all of the agenda during the Special
Virtual Meeting on December 23, 2021. 

Highlights of the meeting included the Grant of
Financial incentives from 30k to 50k,
Accommodation and Meals  Allowance to CSU
Topnotchers during Oath Taking, Purchase of
1,555 units of Chairs, Ceiling Fans, and Air
condition units, Completion of 5 Storey
Academic Building with Elevator machine, MOA
with University Cooperative to Operate the
University Canteen, Revised Admission Policies
of the Graduate School and the  Confirmation of
CSU Land Use Development and Infrastructure
Plan. 

SPECIAL MEETING 2021: BOR approves all agenda 
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CSU RUBBERIZED GYMNASIUM COMPLETED
The renovation of Cotabato State University Gymnasium was finally completed and started
its operation after it was formally opened in December 2021. Hanging board rings were
likewise installed facilitated by the Freycostar Company as its contractor. It is anticipated
that the gym shall be used for multipurpose events, particularly in relation to sports
activities, training and other relevant mass gatherings.

Team Admin and Team Acad have
shown their sports power and strength
during the Basketball game initiated by

the CSU Administration

CSU President Prof. Sema G. Dilna, Ed.D.
had proven his skill in sports activity by
leading the basketball game played
between the Administration and
Academics. Most of the CSU employees
were motivated to join and also
manifested agility in playing the game
after launching the opening ceremony .
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CEREMONIAL RIBBON CUTTING AND FORMAL OPENING OF THE GAME  

CSU President Prof. Sema G. Dilna, Ed.D. awarded
the Certificate of Appreciation to Hon. Senior
Minister Abdulraof Macacua as Guest Speaker
during the Forum on International Human Rights
Updates on Peace and Development in the
Bangsamoro Region on Muslim Mindanao under the
Project of MP Dr. Susana Salvador Anayatin led by
Dean of the CSU Graduate School, Dr. Tarhata S.
Guiamalon on December 11, 2021.

CSU BOR 4th Quarter Virtual
Meeting: Oath Taking of Hon.
Myrna Lim and Hon. Ahmad
Banal as prominent citizens
representatives. Other
highlights of the meeting
included the Board for the
Creation or Separation of the 
 College of Islamic Studies,
Purchase of one Van vehicle,
Resurfacing (Asphalting) of the
Entrance Road of the
University, Riprapping of Slope
Road beside the Laboratory
High School and Improvement
of University Gymnasium Hi
Tech Sound System on
December 3, 2021.
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 CSU SUBMITS LAND USE DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN TO CHED
The Cotabato State University has
successfully complied with the provisions
of Republic Act No. 11396, otherwise
known as Land Use Development and
Infrastructure Plan (LUDIP), mandating all
State Universities and Colleges (SUCs)
nationwide to comply and submit it to the
Commission on Higher Education on or
before December 21, 2021, as the basis for
the Department of Budget Management to
appropriate allocation for the
infrastructure projects of the SUCs. The
LUDIP Team was chaired by the Dean of the
Graduate School, Dr. Tarhata S. Guiamalon.

CONSULTATIVE Meeting with Sarmiento
Family representatives headed by Oscar
Sarmiento, Jr. for the purpose of updating
the retention and development of
Sarmiento Fisheries Laboratory of CSU in
Parang, Maguindanao since 2003 donation
to CCSPC. 

MAFAR DG Dr. Taugan Kikay facilitated the
meeting on December 3, 2021, with the
support of CSU officials.

Consultative Meeting with Sarmiento Family

OTHER NOTABLE EVENTS 
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2021 YEAR-END ASSESSMENT PARTY

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIAL RICE AND GIFT CHECK: CSU President Prof. Sema G. Dilna, Ed.D.  at least 50
kilos of rice and a grocery gift certificate worth two thousand pesos were dispensed to each of the
employees of the University regardless of employment status during the  Year-End Assessment Party on
December 13, 2021.
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Cotabato State University
 

Muslims, Christians, Lumads unite and cheer
 

Our trust and cares we bind together
 

To give to Alma Mater dear
 
 
 

Refrain I
 

We come to you beloved Alma Mater
 

You are blessed with ideals from above
 

Hail triumphant institution
 

You’re a life and inspiration
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We stand united in hopes and dreams
 

Near or far our success you’ll hear
 

Fortress of peace and lasting stride
 

Pride of Empire Cotabato
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We come to you beloved Alma Mater
 

Rivers and creeks are crossed to heed thy call
 

Hail triumphant institution
 

You’re a life and inspiration
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The Cotabato State University (CSU) has showcased its astounding performance for the FY
2021 specifically when the Commission on Higher Education has awarded the University
status on April 6, 2021 through En Banc Resolution No. 177-2021 and the University
conferment during the Inauguration Ceremony on July 22, 2021. It is highly committed to
pursue its vision of becoming a world-class education hub for sustainable, inclusive, and
transformative peace and development in Southern Philippines. 

Revision of vision, mission, goals and objectives
Formulation of University Core Values
Revision of the University Seal
Revision of the Seal per College
Modification of the University Land Mark
Expansion of Academic Offerings
Reconstitution of the Committee on  the Revision of
University Code
Revision of Office/College Manual of Operation

Transformative Development
CSU has undergone holistic development.

Crafted the University Five-Year Development Plan
Crafted the Land Use Development and Infrastructure Plan
Improvement of Physical Facilities 

envisioning A BRIGHTER future
CSU Administration has exerted efforts in planning for better
programs and services.

Memorandum of Agreement with BTA-BARMM, DOST XII,
and IP's
Memorandum of Undertanding for Academic Partnerships
with Universitas Muhammadiyah Jember, Heavenly
Culture, World Peace, Restoration of Light, and the Moro
Peace Project

SUSTAINABLE COLLABORATION 

WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

CSU Administration continuously forged partnership with 
 various agencies. 


